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Court files for Dexter grant
Calloway County Fiscal Court
met Monday for a special session
called by Judge Executive George
Weaks to make a final decision
about a community development
grant application.
The magistrates approved the
resolution for filing the application with the state. The grant, if
awarded, will contribute 8500,000

toward extending sewer lines to
Dexter.
Weaks said he is confident the
funds will be granted, but said the
state will want lo conduct a
number of studies before confirming the award. He expects a decision on the matter in June or July.
Murray City Planner Steve Zea
estimated the project cost at
$652,000- should the development

grant be awarded, the court will
still need $152,000. The City of
Murray has agreed to absorb
some of the engineering costs, and
the Chamber of Commerce Industrial Foundation has tentatively agreed to contribute $20,000.
Weaks said Fisher-Price is considering adding some funds to the
project, but no speCific figure has
been decided upon. Vanderbilt

Chemicals is also considering the
matter, but a,final decision has
yet to be reached, according to
Weaks.
Before the meeting was adjourned, Judge Weaks noted the
absence of County Attorney Max
Parker. Weaks said Parker probably "just couldn't make it"
since his wife had delivered a
baby girl Friday night.

City schoolsystem
ranks high in profile
RECEIVES APPOINTMENT - Randy Dawson, a senior at
Calloway County High School,received an appointment to the United
States Military Academy Monday. He discusses his plans with
JROTC director Bill Hudson.

Dawson receives
West Point slot
Once again, the battalion commander of the Junior ROTC unit at
Calloway County High School has received an appointment to the
United State Military Academy,West Point, N.Y.'
Randy Dawson received a telephone call Monday at school from
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, who nominated Dawson for the appointment. Last year, Mike Jackson received an appointment to the
academy, located on the west bank of the Hudson River approximately 50 miles from New York City.
Dawson said he was "surprised mostly" when he received Hubbard's call.
An All-Western Kentucky Conference and All-District football
player, Dawson has been in the Calloway JROTC program since its
beginnings four years ago. In 1980 and 1981, the Calloway program
received Honor Unit With Distinction, the highest award a JROTC
unit can receive from the army. The unit currently is under consideration for the award this year.
Dawson,18, is the son of Floyd and Freida Dawson of Dexter.
Chief Bill Hudson, director of the JROTC program and a 24-year
U.S. Army veteran, said he was extremely pleased with the appointment. "It reflects alot on the program and on the school to turn out
such a quality product."
Football coach Sam Harp also spoke highly of his defensive end
who also played "Z" back (similar to flanker). -He's a quality type
individual you would want in any type program. He's the type of
young man you can't get enough of."
Superintendent Jack Rose said Dawson's appointment speaks well
of the total education program of the high school and of the JROTC
unit. He complimented the unit's emphasis on academics which adds
to the total school program.
West Point cadets are members of the regular army. They receive
full scholarships and annual salaries from which they pay for
uniforms, textbooks and incidental expenses. Upon successful completion of the four-year course, the cadet receives a Bachelor of
Science and is commissioned as a second lieutenant in the army with
a requirement to serve for a minimum of five years.
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A report just released from the
office of State Superintendent
Raymond Barber shows the Murray school System ranking high in
the 17 areas which the study
covers. PROFILES OF KENTUCKY PUBLIC SCHOOLS is one
in a series of studies designed to
provide local school administrators with data which can
be used in a self evaluation and
analysis of their school district.
The 17 areas were identified
through research ?c-lislatin* to
school quality.
Included in the findings:
*The average annual salary for
a teacher in our school district is
$16,131 which is 2.39% higher than
the state average.
*92.4% of our system's teachers
have Rank II certification or
above. (Rank II certification requires a Master's Degree). That
number is 37.30% higher than the
staste average.

'80.66% of our ninth graders
complete high school, 27.85%
more than the state average.
*Our attendance figures are
95.80% or 2.72% higher than the
state average.
*The system spends $1,185.64
annually to educate each of our
students. We invest 13.09% more
than the stite average in each
child's education..
• .•
*Our teacher-pupil ratio is 19.1-1
wer tha thg
STate average
'69.9% of our high school
graduates go on to college. We
rank 65.4% higher than the state
average.
"Anyone interested in seeing
the complete study, may come by
the Superintendent's office or call
- 753-4363 for other information
contained in the report," a.
spokesman for the Murray School
system said.
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Torpedoed cruiser survivors are rescued
By The Associated Press
Britain today reported more
fighting around the Falklands,
and Argentina said 400 survivors
had been rescued from the
General Belgrano, the cruiser
torpedoed and sunk by a British
submarine. That left 642 crewmen
missing and unaccounted for in
the icy South Atlantic.
British Defense Ministry
spokesman Ian MacDonald told
reporters in London, "There has
been action which I don't have full
details of yet." He did not say
whether the clashes happened

cloudy tonight
Today sunny and warm with
highs in the low 80s. Southeast
winds lOmph. Tonight partly
cRaidy with a 30 percent chance
for thunderstorms. Mild with
lows remaining near 60
degrees. South winds lOmph.
Wednesday mostly cloudy with
a 40 percent chance for storms.
Highs near 80 degrees. South
winds 15 to 20mph.
Thursday through Saturday:
Warm and dry Thursday,
chance of showers Friday and
Saturday. Highs in the low to
upper 70s, lows in the low to upper 50s.

Monday or today. But he added:
"I have no knowledge of British
casualties"
Askedillirthe clashes involved
rescue vessels searching for survivors of the General Belgrano, he
said: "If Argentine ships are
engaged in picking up survivors,
we would not interfere with
them."
The Argentines did not mention
new fighting. •
McDonald said the British armada "is continuing by air and by
sea both by day and by night to enforce the total exclusion zone
around the Falklands." The 200-

:
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outside Britain's 200-mile war
zone.
An earlier communique from
the Argentine military said a
search plane Spatted "various"
lifeboats. But the sinking occurred
in wintry waters only 665 miles
north of the Antafttictircle, and
a navy source said, "You cannot
survive long in an open boat in
those waters."
The Argentine government accused the British of a
-treacherous act of armed aggression" because the cruiser was
outside the British zone of exclusion around the Falklands.

Chamber warns citizens
against pryamid scheme
In a special notice to west Kentucky residents, the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce is warning that an insurance pyramid scheme may be
on the way to this part of the state.
According to a chamber
release, local individuals may be
approached by a representative or
financial planner seeking to
replace current cash value insurance Policies with a policy calling on persons to "buy term insurance and invest the difference.
"This may or may not be in your
best interest," Bill Teuton, exvice president of the
ecutive
chamber,said.
• In some cases, he pointed out,
the individual selling the term
policies may only be soliciting
part-time for the company after
being encouraged by high commissions and fantastic potential
earnings. Many of these people
will have very limited training in
the insurance field, the chamber
release stated.
Moreover, these sellers will frequently discourage contact with
the person's present insurance
agent for a comparison of insurance needs, with the implication that their present agent does
not have the individual's best interests at heart.
In addition, the chamber
release stated, this type of buyterm-and-invest-the-difference insurance usually requires the
buyer. to pay a high first-yer
premium for the term insurance,
and normally will cost the insured
a substantial amount if he decides
to cancel.
Teuton said the chamber will
not advise on which insurance pro-

gram is best because every person
does not have the same insurance
needs, and some companies offer
only one plan. Nevertheless, the
chamber offered these suggestions:
*If contacted by anyone selling
insurance, ask to see his license
before discussing any business
dealings.
•Contact your present agent if
considering changing from whole
life to term insurance.
*Compare both proposals before
making a change.
'Find out what benefits will be
lost or gained should there be a
change.
"If you don't know insurance,
know your agent, the company
and their qualifications," Teuton
said.

Six states
represented
in horse show
Entries from six states were in
Murray Friday and Saturday to
compete in the annual Kentucky
Charity Horse Show,sponsored by
the Murray Rotary Club and the
Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
According to ring chairman
Sharon Wells, the number of entries was less than in recent years
although Kentucky, Tennessee,
Alabama, Missouri, Indiana and
Illinois were represented at the
show.
Crowd size also was less than
last year,she added.
Proceeds from the show still are
being tallied and will be announced by the end of the week.

Theme is 'You've Got a Friend in the Hospital'

National Hospital Week to be observed locally

The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will be joining hospitals
across the country May 9-15 in the
observance of National Hospital
Week, the 1982 theme of which is
"You've Got a Friend in the
Hospital."
"We think this year's theme
reflects the role of our hospital
and its staff as friends to the people of Murray and Calloway County in helping them to stay
healthy," said Stuart Poston,
10ICCH administrator. "We are
working to reduce the needs for
One Section-14 Pages
hospitalization through our proAces
12
gress in both prevention and cure
Classifieds
12,13
of illness and injury."
Comics
12
.
A variety of specially planned
Crosswords
12
events for the participation of both
Dear Abby
4 - conimunity residents andizospital
- =
Limb5
employees are scheduled for the
Garrott's Galley
3
week.
Horoscope
5
Inaugurating the week-long
Murray Today
4,5
observance will be dedication
2
Obituaries
ceremonies for three of the
3
Perspective
hospital's newest facilities - the
Sports
8,9
Mason Memorial Medical Arts

today's index

. s.

mile zone was imposed last Friday.
The General Belgrano was sunk
outside the war zone Sunday, and
Argentina's Joint Chiefs of Staff
announced in Buenos Aires today
that 400 survivors have been picked up. It said those rescued were
en route to Ushuaia, at the tip of
the South American continent.
The Argentine Joint Chiefs of
Staff said rescue work was continuing in the area where the
General Belgrano - Argentina's
only cruiser - went down, and
that 15 rescue vessels were involved. The cruiser was hit 36 miles

WATER WORK - Ron Gillcerson, project manager, and Don
McKinney;Harper Construction Co. president, join Murray Mayor
Holmes Ellis as he signs a contract Tuesday for a new waste water
"treatment plant for the city.
Staff photo by Duane Spurlock
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Building, the Houston Memorial
Library and the Hugh L. Houston
Long Term Care Unit. These are
set for Sunday, May 9, beginning
at 2 p.m.
The dedication ceremonies, to
which the general public is invited, will begin in the lobby of the
Mason Memorial Medical Arts
Building named for three of the
county's pioneer physicians,
William Herbert Mason, Ora
Kress Mason and Robert Macon
Mason.
Completed in early 1979, the
new, three-story addition to the
hospital complex includes offices
for 22 of the 38-physician medical
staff, a pharmacy, and an outpatient laboratory.
Immediately- following,_ _the
Houston Memorial Library on the
third floor of the main hospital
will be rededicated in memory of
the late Dr. Hal E. Houston, who
died in 1952. The father of Dr. Hal
Houston, Jr., a surgeon and
member of the hospital's medical

staff, he also was a brother of Dr.
Hugh L. Houston, patriarch of the
hospital's medical staff and a prominent Murray practitioner and
business man.
Established several years ago,
the library contains a wide range
of medical publications,
periodicals and documents as well
as several valued special collections. It is used by the hospital's
medical staff and employees as
well being available to area college and high school students for
special, medically-related
assignments.
The third area to be dedicated is
the Hugh L. Houston Long Term
Care Unit, located on the ground
floor of a spacious,40-bed additiOn
to themain bOSPital and ai.ia Spin-pleted in 1979. It replaces.the convalescent Care division, which
was located ifl the old Mason
Hospital before it was razed that
same year.
It is being named and dedicated
in honor of Dr. Hugh L. Houston,

who has been actively involved in
Calloway County medical services
for almost half a century and who
is widely and affectionately
known as -Dr. Hugh."
Following the dedications, from
approximately 3:30 p.m. until 5
p.m., the public is invited for an
open house and tour of several
hospital departments. Tours will
begin in the cafeteria on first floor
of the main hospital.
A press reception and tour of the
hospital's facilities is set for Monday-, May 10, affording media
representatives an opportunity for
interviews with doctors, staff
members,and administrators.
Forty-seven hospital employees
with years of service ranging
,from five _to _24..wij1 be honored at,
the awards banquet, to be held
Tuesday!, May 11, at the University Center on the MSU campus.
Those to be honored include:
Twenty-five years: Lottie Brandon, a nursing assistant working
in various areas of the hospital.

Fifteen years: Willa Dean Colson, Robert Farmer, Judy
Hooper, Lounell Lovett, Louise
Owens, Mary Jane Skinner,
Haskel Smith, Peggy Smith, Mary
Lou Sumner and Evon Towery.
Ten years: Louise Carroll,
Georgia Causey, Frances Clark,
Dale Duncan, Mavis Gibbs, Doris
Keel, Lucille Kelley, Mary Louise
Phillips, Paula Shaw, Denola
Walker and Davanna Woods.
Five years: Pam Boyd, Carolyn
Carraway, Dorothy Daniels,
Joann -Hale, Dianna Harrison,
Kathy Hodge, Raymond Holt, Jr.,
Virginia Hulse, Patricia Hutson,
Ann Ingle, Sabrina Karraker,
Velma Linn, Debbie McClure and
John Young,Jr.
Also Jo,Mgl:/w1,_Islary _Lou _
Paschall, Edna Perry, Parvin
Rhodes, Brenda Scott, Sandra
Wallace, Mary Warren, Deloval
Wells, Lucille White, Betty Jo
Williams, Earleene Woods and
Dorothy Wyatt.
(Continued On Page 2)
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Company may Jeave Paducah, Oak Ridge
...,41111MS

By The Associated Press
More than one company likely
will get contracts to run the
nuclear facilities in Paducah and
Oak Ridge, Tenn., officials said
following word that Union Carbide
Corp. wants to leave town.
Union Carbide's decision to end
its $1 billion contract to run one _
facility in Paducah and three Oak
Ridge facilities next year caught
employees and town leaders off
guard Monday.
"If you have an employer of
18,000 in a town of 30,000, when
they leave town, it's got to be a
surprise," said lawyer Eugene
Joyce, who chairs the executive
committee of the Roane-Anderson
Economic Council.
Carbide has had the contract to
run nearly all of the government's
sprawling nuclear reservation
since 1948, although it signed its
first agreement to operate a
uranium enrichment plant in 1943.

Carbide makes an annual profit of
$8 million — a negiotiated fee — on
the contract.
Carbide spokesmen, who announced the decision over
loudspeakers in at least one of the
plants, said the firm wants to
leave when the current contract
expires Sept. 30, 1983, although a
three-year extension is possible.
The company operates the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, which
employs thousands of scientists
for energy research; the Gaseous
Diffusion Plant, which enriches
uranium for use as nuclear fuel;
and the Y-12 Plant, a highly secret
installation still known by its
World War II code name where
parts for nuclear bombs are
made.
The Paducah plant, which
employs 1,400, also is used for
uranium enrichment.
"They've been a highly regarded firm here," Joyce said.
-There's no way to tell how many

billions of government funds
they've spent in this town. But
there's never been a major
government investigation."
Oak Ridge Mayor A.K. Bissell,
who worked for Carbide 35 years
at the Y-12 Plant, was among
those concerned over the announcement.
"I'm very sorry to learn this,"
he said. "I would hope that it
would have no effect on Oak
Ridge, no serious effect."
In a six-paragraph statement,
Carbide cited a desire by the Danbury, Conn.-based firm to concentrate on areas in which it is a
leader. Spokesman Harvey Cobert
said those include chemicals, batteries and plastics.
Few people were aware of the
decision before Monday and one
official said only a handful of Carbide employees in Oak Ridge
knew by last week's end that the
decision was final.

Bob Hart, head of the Energy
Department's Oak Ridge staff,
said finding a replacement for
Carbide would be a long process.
"It is highly unlikely that we
will seek to provide for operation
of the current complex of four major facilities and the provision of
all their support services by a
single contractor," he said.
Such diversification occurred at
another government energy complex that also dates from World
War II.
In a similar decision in 1964,
General Electric Co. ended its
long-standing contract to run the
government plutonium production
operation at Hanford, Wash.
Today, four major contractors
and four support contractors run
the 11,700-acre reservation near
the Columbia River.
Hal Lindberg, who has worked
at Hanford 30 years, said few
workers' jobs were affected by
GE's decision.

L

Opening arguments scheduled in Hinckley trial
By LARRY MARGASAK
on the rainy spring day he was
Associated Press Writer
shot. But the White House ruled
WASHINGTON (AP) — A custo- out his testimony, citing security
dian, a garage attendant, two and demands on his time.
The United States attorney's ofsecretaries and a woman who has
done graduate study in fice acquiesced in that determinapsychology are among the 12 tion, said a statement by U.S. Atjurors who will judge the mental torney Stanley S. Harris.
As the jury was selected Monstate of the man who catapulted to
infamy by shooting President day afternoon, Hinckley's eyes
followed each man's and woman's
Reagan.
slow walk from a wooden pew in
Opening arguments were set tothe courtroom to padded swivel
day in the trial of John W. Hin- chairs
in the jury box.
ckley Jr. and were to be followttcyl„,
d
Many of tpe fin5T12 — five men
by'the first testimony of prose ."tind'sevbn
1
women — were relievtion witnesses.
ing juror candidates seated and
• Prosecutors said Mond!), they,__thq,a-Sri_cken itqf' p.rnsecutses and_
wanted to summon Reagan tothe defense lawyers. 'ten potential
stand to tell what he saw and felt jurors were sent away by the

government, six by the defense.
Attorneys did not have to state
their reasons for rejecting the 16.
After the jurors were chosen,
five women and a man were
seated as alternates.
The jurors who will try the 26year-old Hinckley range in age
from 22 to 64. Four are government employees, two are retired
and six work in private business.
The panel — none of their names
were released — includes a hotel
panquet worker, a food service
technician, a supply specialist, a
shop mechanic and -an informaLion control clerk. They're joined

assistant who studied maladjusted people.
The research assistant told the
judge last week she works at the
Armed Forces Institute of
Pathology and has 18 graduate
credits in educational psychology
SHORTED OUT — Members of the Murray Fire Department and
from the University of Wisconsin.
the Murray Electric System exarnine power lines behind the Murray
She has worked in facilities for
Ledger & Times'temporary office that were damaged Monday after
disturbed adolescents.
becoming tangled with a delivery truck.
Much of the testimony will conStaff photo by Jennie Gordon
cern Hinckley's mental state at
the time of the shooting. Although
Hinckley has.,admitted he shot the.
president and three otherliienlast.,.
March 30, the government still
must prove it.
Yes, several headlines in Mon- ' Linemen of the Murray Electric
cuslkdia&,-Cht samaa
Hinoirlerimho will be-27 CRFMRY :days ditiefi of -the= Murray- Sys-tern responctit quickly but
tendant, the two secretaries, the 29, claims he was insane and thus Ledger & Times were different.
other facilities were needed_ in
two retirees and the research not responsible for his action.
order to complete our day's work.
Just before deadline Monday
After a few telephone calls, we
and with three pages remaining to
put to bed, power lines to our of- relocated at a familiar spot to
fice were tangled in the rear door many of us on the staff — Wilson
Hall and the Murray State News
effect already voided the or"I'll lose roughly $9,000 if we of a delivery truck. Insulation office. The incident also created
dinance.
aren't allowed to sell beer tomor- along the lines caught fire and memories of being an extremely
power was lost for about one hour.
But state and local officials row," Thomas
Kelley, a parter in.
mobile newspaper last fall followweren't sure Monday,and the con- the German beer
ing the fire.
hall that sells
When
the
building
went
black,
fusion angered fair beer conces- Stroh's, said Monday.
"I have liso did the video display terminal
A tip of the Ledger & Times
sionaires who said they would lose quor, too, but people
don't come
machines which erased the final press hat goes to Floyd Stein,
as much as $15,000 if their taps into a beer hall
for liquor."
story for Monday's front page and Ellen Roy, Cindy Sheppard,
were locked today.
several headlines for the remain- Phillip Key and Jamie Doerge at
Earlier Monday, officials opening pages (Lou Grant had one en- the Murray State News and Frank
ed the fair's four gates and let
tire program dedicated to losing Fazi at Murray State printing serabout 4,000 people in free after a
stories and important data at the vices for their assistance and use
staff•shortage and cash delivery
problems delayed the 10 a.m. expense of modern technology).
of equipment and materials.
opening by 35 minutes.

Ledger left in the dark

Blue-law change frees flow of World's Fair beer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. AP ) —
Less than an hour before World's
Fair gates opened, city council
quickly abolished an election-day
blue law to keep beer flowing today at the 22-nation exposition.

With little discussion, council
members voted unanimously to
void the city ordinance which
would have kept restaurants,
hotels and parks — including the
World's Fair — from selling beer
until an hour after polls closed in
today's local elections.
Jon Roach, the city's chief
lawyer, said he thought a recent
(Continued From Page 1) state law allowing liquor-by-the
drink sales on election day had in
Special guests and their years of
service will include Lola James,
31 years, Ethel Lassiter, 29 and
Anna Todd,28.
Thursday, May 13, the hospital's
administrator and department
heads will do the cooking for a
pancake breakfast in the cafeteria
for the employees on the 11 p.m. to
A number of mail boxes in the
7 a.m. and the 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
shifts. A buffet dinner will be servCanterbury area were ransacked
ed later the same day for 3-11 p.m. during the weekend, according to
shift employees.
Murray Det. Charles Peeler.
Concluding the observance will
Mail addressed to about six difbe an Informal reception for ferent residences was found Sunhospital employees on Friday, day at Martin's Chapel Good
May 14, in the education unit.
Shepherd Parsonage, Peeler said.
During the week the hospital He said those people with mail are
also is reminding people to be
being contacted. The detective
their own best friend by taking
was unsure if all the mail from all
care of their health and by learn- the pilfered boxes has been found.
ing how to use the hospital wisely
The department's investigation
is continuing.
to be well.

Hospital...

Mailboxes
ransacked
during weekend

Officers'friend
to visit schools

Murray Police Chief Jerry Lee
and Calloway County Sheriff
David Balentine have a friend who
is out of this world — and he is going to visit Murray Friday.
Huggy, a robot, commands
quite a bit of attention wherever
he goes, even though he is just
three feet tall':
Huggy and his friends will be
visiting the city and. county
elementary schools Friday to present a program on safety. Topics
will include drug use, bicycle safety and dealing with strangers.
Huggy's trip to Murray is sponsored by the Bank of Murray. According to reports, Huggy is so excited about his visit he can hardly
wait to meet all the people here.
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12.675%

Rote good
May 10th

THE HIGHEST RATE of any financial institution in the areioffering
91-Day Certificates. Only $7,500 minumum. Insured by the FSLIC.

Gaylon McBride's rites Wednesday
William Gaylon McBride, 86,
Murray, died Monday morning at
Western State Hospital,

Hopkinsville.
Mr. McBride was a member of
Northside Baptist Church. Born
Oct. 25, 1895, he was the son of the
late John Thomas McBride and
Lena Wilson McBride.
Survivors include three cousins,
The funeral for Carl Walker, James McBride, Mrs. Gladys
Brownsville, Tenn., former stu- Dunn and Homer •Lee Wilcox, all
dent and football player at Mur- of Paducah.
Services will be Wednesday at
ray State University, will be today
at 3:30 p.m. in the chafiel of 10 a.m. at the Murray City
Brownsville Funeral Home, Cemetery. The Rev. Larry
Brownsville. The Rev. Tommy Salmon will officiate.
In charge of arrangements is
Edwards will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Leroy the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Gillespie, Edwin B. Felker, Home where friends may call
Charles Haynes, Marion Sim- from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday).
mons, Kenneth Cozart, Chester
Several events are scheduled
for the second annual Hazel Lions Dixon, Jack Fletcher and Tommy
Club pichic May 15 at the Hazel
Willis.
Community Center.
Honorary pallbearers will be
According to Mayor Bill Hud- Raney McConnico, Don MacGraveside services for Mrs.
son, a talent contest with $100 and
Connell, George Chapman, Gor- Marguerite K. Currie will be
$50 first and second plate prizes' don Perry, Gene Stoots, Buddy Thursday at 2 p.m. at the Bellview
will be conducted. Also slated are
Moses, Paul Poole and Sammy Cemetery, Danville. The Rev. Al
an arts and crafts show, barbeque
Rank.
Thomas will officiate.
Burial will follow in Oak Wood
luncheon, live country music, an
In charge of arrangements will
air show performed by Howard
Cemetery, Brownsville.
be the J.H. Churchill Funeral
The family requests expressions Home. No local visitation will be
Brandon, paratroopers from Fort
Campbell and an auction with
of sympathy take the form of con- scheduled.
merchandise donated from
tributions to Ben Rich Center or
Mrs. Currie, 86, Fern Terrace
several Calloway County mer- Ruth Bennett Mann Music Lodge, died Sunday at 9:05 a.m. at
chants.
Scholarship.
Murray-Calloway County
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard also
Mr. Walker, 49, died Monday at Hospital. She was a retired grade
is scheduled to speak.
5:25 a.m. at Jackson-Madison school teacher and a member of
County Hospital, Jackson, Tenn. Presbyterian Church, Danville.
He was a school teacher and coach
Born Sept. 17, 1895. at Junction
at Haywood High School.
City, she was the daughter of the
The deceased attended Murray late John M. Keane and Lilla Bell
State from 1952 to 1955 where he Curd Keane. John A. Gregory of
was captain of the football team in Murray is a nephew.
1955, all-conference in football and
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard will
lettered in track. He holds the
be the guest speaker for a country
Murray State record for the
music show kicking off the
longest run from line of scrimSeventh Annual Hardin Days
mage, 97 yards, for a touchdown
celebration on Friday, May 7.
in a football game.
Services for Mrs. Mary Ann
The South Marshall Optimist
Survivors include his wife, Carr, widow of John Carr, were toClub-sponsored event will begin at Suzette Mann Walker;
three day at 10 a.m. in the chapel of
7 p.m. at the Hardin Community
sisters, Mrs. Nowell (Lula) Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Center.
Bingham, Paducah, Mrs. Virginia The Rev. C.C. Brasher, Jr., ofOther events planned for the
Ann Worthy, Knoxville, Tenn., ficiated. Music was by Mrs. Otto
weekend Hardin Days celebration- and Mrs. Alf (Mamie
Katherine) Erwin, pianist, and Mr. and Mrs.
include a beauty contest, parade, Kinney, Brownsvill
e; tour Tom James,sihgers.
pancake breakfast, bean and,ham
brothers, Taylor Walker,
PallPearers were John,
dinner, flea market and arts and
Brownsville, Bullock Walker, Howard, Tommy and Gene Brancrafts show:,,pony pulling, horse_ Memphis, Jimmy
_Walker,. Min- don and• lien and . Johnny Hensilo* and eoóii hunters crub show.neapolis, Minn., and Tommy 0. dricks. Burial was in Fort
The 44-year-old Hubbard, a
Walker, Brentwood,Tenn.
Donelson National Cemetery at
Mayfield Democrat, is now servLocal survivors include two Dover,Tenn.
ing in his fourth term as the con- nephews, Tommy
Mrs. Carr,68, Rt.6,died Sunday
• Lee Walker,
gressman for the 24-eounty First
Ronnie Churchill Walker and Mrs. at Murray-Calloway County
Congressional )ist riet.
Hospital.
Grace Watson.

Carl Walker dies;
funeral scheduled

Several events
set at picnic

Hubbard to
speak at event

Compounding Prohibited By Federal Regulations
Federal Regulations require 0 substantial
penalty
for
early
withdrawal from ow
tilicate accounts
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Mrs. Carr's rites
conducted today
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Calloway County Sheriff's
Department arrested Elton Ross
Bellew, 37, Fulton, as a fugitive
from the state of Tennessee. He is
charged with disposing of mortgaged property, a felony in that
state.
Bellew, who allegedly disposed
of $3,125 worth of mortgaged property, was arrested Monday, according to a department
spokesman. His bond was set at
$5,000.

Mrs. Currie's rites
will be Thursday

MONEY-MARKET CERTIFICATES

When it's NEW and INKBEffing,
you can rest assured it'll be at MK!

Tennessee
fugitive arrested
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gorrott's galley
by m.c. gorroff

Nuclear
'what if...'

As a young man of 24, he watches
as the courthouse burned in 1906

What if Argentina had "the bomb "?
Right now, the Argentine government lacks a
nuclear capability but it apparently is developing
one. Thus if the Falklands dispute were erupting
several years hence, the world might be facing a
vastly more dangerous situation.
Far too often today, concern about nuclear
weapons is focused exclusively on the superpowers.
The issue of nuclear proliferation is, at best, considered secondary. Yet more and more nations are
moving to the theshold of the nuclear club. The
search for ways to curb nuclear proliferation
deserves as much attention as the quest for arms
control between the U.S. and USSR.
(Reprinted by permission of The Milwaukee
Journal)

Anti-nuclear
movement
grows

In 1882, James Edward Curd and
until 4 p.m. at the Worth 16th Stree
t
his wife, Eliza Ann, were living on a
address.
farm south of Lynn Grove about
The two daughters are the surhalfway between South Pleasant
vivors of his four children. Eliza, who
Grove and Crossland, the little
was Mrs. Van Valentine, died Feb.
Calloway County community which
14, 1974, and a son, Edward, was
killlater was to become locally famous
ed in an automobile atcident on
the
as a voting precinct where no one
east highway in 1934.
voted until the "black satchel" arrivMiss Curd worked for 14 years at
ed from town.
Boone Cleaners downtown where
He was 54 and she, the former
Ward dz Elkins is today, walking to
Eliza Ann Baker, was 44 at the time.
and from work every day. She retire
d
Although tobacco was their primary
a few years ago after 13 years as
a
income crop, they raised corn, cattle
Murray State University cafeteria
,
hogs and kept a few dairy cows.
employee.
As the freshness of an emerging
Mr. Curd's wife, who was Ruth
spring burst upon the sparsely settlCarra way, died June 30, 1966, at the
ed countryside that year, their only
age of 74. They had been married
son was born on May 7. He promptly
since May 24, 1908 - a union of 58
was named James Brent, and almos
years.
t
from that day, he has been known
•••
as
Jimmy.
Mr. Curd, who until a few years
Friday, May 7, 1982, this same
ago read without glasses and who got
James B.(Jimmy) Curd will observe
his second set of false teeth when he
his 100th birthday. He plans
was 91, clearly recalls his father tellto
observe it quietly at 912 North 16th
ing of moving to Murray at the age of
Street, where he makes his home
12 from the point on the Tennessee
with a daughter, Miss Carrie Curd.
River where Eggirer's Ferry, which
He just may,however, watch some of
is grandfather owned at the time,
his favorite television - wrestling. .
operated.
His grandfather, who at one time
••• ,
.
.
owned 27 slaves, some of whom Mr.
Although now confined to a
Curd remembers 'seeing in later
wheelchair most of the time and with
yea rs,..had _sqld the ferry for $5,000
'ant-grght--Tallin
and-on ApriI 10, 1840, bought 320
Curd is a living endclopedia of life in. acres
upon which the city of Murray
Murray in the early years of this cenIs located today. He paid $920 for it.
tury as well as the history of Murray
In a taped 1974 interview with
and Calloway County dating back inCalloway County Librarian
to the early 1800s. He reels off names,
Margaret Trevathan, Mr. Curd
dates and accounts of events like a
recalled some of the events which led
history major.
to the founding of Murray.
No big celebration is planned for
His great-grandfather had moved
his actual 100th birthday Friday, but
to Wadesboro, the now nonexistent
Miss Curd, with whom he has lived
but then county seat of Calloway
for many years and who takes care of
County in 1821. He was a surveyor as
him, and her sister, Mrs. Roy
well as a federal land agent, and had
(Mildred) Folsom, 1505 Story Ave.,
been given the job of selling all of the
have an "open house" planned for
land between the Tennessee and
him next Sunday - May 9 - from 2
Mississippi Rivers. It was that part

It's still difficult to assess the full force and depth
of the new anti-nuclear. movement in this country,
let alone predict its consequences, but there is no
question.that its growth in the past year has been
little short9f astonishing. , _
-—
-The call for a bilateral freeze on nuclear
weapons, the dream of a few activists less than 18
months ago, has now been endorsed by hundreds of
New England town meetings, by scores of city and
town councils, by seven state legislatures and, so
far, by 24 members of the U.S. Senate and 166
megibers of the House of Representatives. This
week, in a further extension of the movement,
Ground Zero programs are being held in 150 U.S.
cities and in hundreds of smaller towns and college
campuses, all of them featuring lectures, talks and
discgssions dealing with the issue of nuclear war.
Also this week, California supporters of a nuclear
freeze will turn in 700,000 signatures to place a
freeze initiative on the ballot in November.
Although the anti-nuclear tpre is very much a
grass-roots movement, it has gun to receive important support from influential public figures. In a
major article in the influential journal "Foreign Affairs," four former senior government officials,
among them Robert S. McNamara, secretary of
By Ken Wolf
defense in the Kennedy and Johnson administra"All
propa
ganda must be popular
tions, and McGeorge Bundy, national security adand its intellectual level must be adviser to those presidents, called on the United
justed to the most limited inStates and its European allies to pledge not to be the
telligence among those it is addressfirst to use nuclear weapons in Europe. That call is
ed to," wrote Adolf Hitler in Mein
significant not only for the change of stragegy that
Kampf, written in the 1920's.
it proposes, but, more significantly, in its contribuHere is some additional advice
tion to the growing debate about nuclear policy in
from one of oAcentury's masters of
this country.
manipulation:
A great many elements are contributing to the
The receptivity of the great
rise of the movement. There is little question,
masses is very limited,their inhowever, that the most important has been what
one arms expert called "the administration's foottelligence is small, but their
dragging on strategic arms negotiations and
power of forgetting is enorcareless talk about the alleged arms imbalance and
mous...all effective propaganlimited nuclear war." The administration, while ocda must be limited to a very
casionally paying lip service to arms reduction,
few points and must harp on
has, in fact, moved hardly at all to assuage the
these in slogans until the last
growing fear that it is far too casual and callous
member of the public
about the possiblity of nuclear war and far too comunderstands what you want
mitted to the dangerous belief that with proper
him to understand by your
preparation this country could survive a nuclear
slogan.
war with relative ease.
Think about this the next time you
The administration's reaction to its critics seems
watch a string of. prime-time televito be almost totally reflexive. The other day, before
sion commercials.
the Foreign Affairs article had even been published,Secretary of State Haig,in what someone called
a "pre-emptive strike," flatly rejected the proposal
in a statement which not only called attention to the
idea but which once again provided justification to
the fears which have fueled the whole movement
from the beginning. "It's nice," said Bundy, "to
Dear Editor:
have the secretary of state as an advance man."
As you may know, The Salvation
The history of the nuclear freeze movement sugArmy has been listed as being delingests at least the possibility that, with a more flexiquent in the tax Payments on four
ble administration policy on nuclear weapons, the
properties that we own in Murray,
whole thing could recede as rapidly as it grew. Yet,
and Calloway County. I'd just like to
for the moment, it is real, it is growing and it is
take a moment to clear up the
welcome. Indeed,coming in a period in which much
misunderstanding that may have
of the drift of the country has been toward international bellicosity on the one hand and domestic
resulted from this.
despair on the other, the movement, however definThe Salvation Army of Northern
ed, however deep, may well be the most hopeful
California received in an exchange
sign anywhere.
for properties in Bakersfield, Califor(Reprinted by permission of The Sacramento
nia, these four properties located in
Bee)
Murray and Calloway Count

-

of the Jackson Purchase which was
He also recalls being at work putto become the western-most part of
ting up a telephone line late one day
Kentucky.
when 31 horsemen - no doubt,"night
As he was going around locating
riders"- passed, and he remembers
county seats, he is said to have told
how they,posted guards on all the
his son, Mr. Curd's grandfather,
roads leading into Murray and on the
"Charles, I'll let you have this place
bridges. Neither he nor his father
for a town if you will name it Murwere bothered by them, however, as
ray." The name was to honor James
they "had joined the association" in
L. Murray, who was serving in Con1906.
gress at that time.
There was a blacksmith shop at the
And, so the city of Murray was
time where the old Post Office is tofounded.
day, and there was a livery stable on
The lot upon which Wallis Drugs
Main Street about where Boone
sits today originally sold for $45, he
Cleaners is presently located.
says, as did several on the west side
Another was on the present
of the square. All the land on the west
downtown Bank of Murray corner.
side of the county sold for $10 or $11
It cost $1.50 to board a horse in one
an acre at the time, and one-acre lots
of them overnight, and "you could
in town went for $80.
get a real good meal in town for 25
One of Mr. Curd's most prized
cents."
possessions is the surveyor's chain
•••
which his grandfather used in laying
out the streets of Murray.
When he quit farming and move
d
to Murray, Mr. Curd worked for
a
•••
while in the 9eorge Upchurch tobac
Mr. Curd, who "went to plowing" co plant on
2nd Street near the
on his father's farm at the age of railroad statio
n. _
nine, had one sister and one halfThen he became a carpenter, worksister, his mother being his father's ing with
Charlie Brinn, as well as a
second wife. He attended the old surveyor,
following in the footsteps of
Murray Institute, which was located his father,
grandfather and greatwhere Murray Middle .ifit:)01 is now, grandfathe
r. "I guess that came
but Izad,•_•ta_leavia,.-sehool
natuFaity,-u-brtn1dliff§7Prevathaii,
could complete his educa,tion in order "because
several of my mother's
to take care of his parents,
people were carpenters. They made
His mother died in 1902 at the age coffins."
of 76, while his father lived until 1913
These are only some of the thing
s
and the age of 85.
he vividly recalls of days long past.
As a young man of 24, he vividly His only
regret today is that all of his
recalls watching the Calloway Coun- close frien
ds are gone and he has no
ty courthouse destro • •
•e in one with whom to reminisce. But
1906 and wa
g the bu et that's understandable. There
just
brigades' s cessful efforts to save
aren't many people around 100 years
nearby building housing some old.
valuable records.
e wish him a Happy Birthday,
He was living near the Utterback though, this
coming Friday and hope
School north of town at the time and a host of
his "younger" friends will
had been attracted to the fire by the stop by and
say hello to him at his
huge cloud of black smoke.
open house on Sunday.
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•Copley News Service
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letter to the editor

y.
Mr. Tom Frankhauser was the instigator of this deal, and so now The

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Salvation Army in Northern California owns title to these four properties
in Murray. The Salvation Army accepted these properties in good faith
from Mr. Frankhauser, not knowing
some of the further implications of
them.
Many problems have now come to
light and we are in the process of
working on these situations. I have
been assured by Army officials on
the West coast that the delinquent
property taxes will bc paid shortly.
These four pieces of property have
now been placed on the market
through Kopperud Realty in Mur-

ray, and the proceeds from the sale
will go to pay some of the indebtedness The Salvation Army has
incurred in regard to this particular
transaction.
Let me further explain that while
The Salvation Army is the benefactor
eventually in this deal, The Salvation
Army in Murray and Calloway County has not been associated with this.
There are no local monies contributed from Calloway County that
are involved in the acquisition of a
realtor to handle the sale of the properties.
Unfortunately, the properties were
left to' The Salvation Army of
Bakersfield, California, and because
of our legal charter, Bakersfield will
beimifit entirely from the proceeds
The newly organized Calloway
and/or the problems.
County mental Health Association
While I have the opportunity, I
had opened offices in Dr. O.C. Wells'
want to applaud the fine support that
building on North Sixth St., acwe have received from Murray and
cording to Wilson Gantt, chairman.
Calloway County.
Other officers include Mrs. Charles
We have an excellent Service Unit
Clark, Bernard Harvey, Mrs. C.C.
Committee that is performing day to
Lowry, Mrs. Yandall Wrather, Mrs.
day wonders on behalf of The SalvaDee Imes and Charles Homra.
tion Army in the community,
assisting those in need, whenever
Thirty years ago
that need occurs. The Service Unit
U.S. Highway 641 had been opened
Committee of Murray: Mrs. Euple E.
May 3 giving motorists a scenic route
Ward, Chairman, Bonnie Ashby;
from Evansville, Ind, over* the
'Cumberland River and rentueky ---fiveverfa.wrker,Jotunetfrir,-the
Jay Brigham and WilmilAillington,
Dam, and through Murray to Paris,
has been a real joy to wdlit with and
Tenn. The highway was to be formalcontinues to be one of the finest Serly dedicated May 26 at Kentucky
vice Units in the Kentucky Dam with Gov. Lawrence Wetherby
Tennessee Division. Each of these inpresent.

looking back

WALTER L. A PPERSON, Presi
dent &
Publisher
R. GENE MCCUTCHEON,Editor
MATT SANDERS, News Editor
RICK ORR,Advertising Manager
TED DELANEY,Circulation Manag
er
The Murray Ledger & Times
(USPS 308-700

Ten years ago
Darrell Crawford, son of Mr. and
Mrs. I.E. Crawford, had been appointed to West Point Military
Academy, New York. The appointment was announced by Sen. John
Sherman Cooper, Sen. Marlow Cook
and Rep. Frank Albert Stubblepeld.
Crawford was an honor. graduate of
Calloway County High School. Allen McK eel, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward McKee!, senior at Murray
High School, and Tonya Bucy,
daugh_ter of Mxs,Gracie.Bucyysenior,.anilioway County High School, had
beett.named winners of scholarships
of $300 each by the Murray Lions
Club.
Twenty years ago

The Murray Ledger & Times
every afternoon except Sundais published
ys, July 4,
Christmas Day, New Years
Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray
Newsp
Inc., 106 N. 4th. Murray. Ky. 42071. apers
Class Postage Paid at Murray,Ky. Second
42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas
served
by carriers, $3.50 per month,
payable in advance. By mail in Calloway Count
y and to
Benton, Hardin. Mayfield, Sedal
ia
mington, Ky.. and Paris, Bucha and Farnan and
Puryear, Tn., $24.50 per year.
By mail to
other destinations $39.50per
year.
To reach all department
s of the
newspaper phone 75321916.
The Murray Ledger & TitylaWfiraffle
mbi
of Associated Press, Kentu
cky Press
Association and Southern
Newspaper
Publishers Association.
The Associated Press Is exclusivel
ed to news originated by The Murra y entitly Ledger
& Times.

dividuals cares about the community
and the work that The Salvation Army can do to benefit the community.
We are proud to be able to serve in
Murray and Calloway County, and to
meet need at the point .of need. We
pledge to you our continued service
in meetink those needs of the community and spending the dollars contributed to The Salvation Army wisely and effectively to best meet those
needs. Thanks again for your continued support. ,
May God richly bless you!
Sincerely yours,
Wm.Edward Laity
Community Relations
Director

—
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datebook
Elm Grove women meet
"Redirected Retirees" was the theme of the program presented at meeting of Baptist Women of
Elm Grove Baptist Church on April 13 at 1:30 p.m.
at fellowship hall of the church.
The call to prayer was by Mable Blalock. Also
present were Juanita Lee, Jimmie Carmichael,
June Crider, Letha Cossey, Norma Wilkins and
Bobbie Burkeen.

Tennis ploy scheduled
Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday at 9 a.m. at the club.
The lineup will be as follows: Court One — Janna
Hughes, Jeanetta Williams, Patsy Oakley and
Geogianna Mofitt: Court Two — Patsy Miller, Brenda Marquardt, Lois Keller and Emmy Edwards;
Court Three — Andrea Hogancamp, Joni Bilington,
Jenny Sue Smock and Rainey Apperson; Court
Four — Sue Overbey, Lynn Stout, Judy Carroll and
Sharon Wells. Substitutes will be Peggy Billingyton,
Nancy Whitmer and Sharron Brown.

Cub scout event planned
Cub Scout Pack 57 will have a special Arrow of
Light Ceremony Thursday at 7 p.m. at Carter
School. The public is invited to attend, according to
a spokesman for the pack. -

Slinker promoted
Joseph L. Slinker, son of Mrs. R.A. Slinker, Rt. 7,
has been promoted in the U.S. Air Force to the rank
of technical sergeant. He is a missile facilities
technician at Little Rock Air Force Base,Ark., with
the 308th Missile Maintenance Squadron.
His wife, Nancy, is the daughter of Edward R.
and Marbeth Y. Mathis of 1505 Johnson, Murray.
124g1971 graduate of MurrarnighSelool. —

Nkirray Ledger & Times

Woman upset about friend

Bible school scheduled
Vacation Bible School of First Presbyterian and
First Christian Churches will be June 7-11 at
Presbyterian Church. Classes will be from 9 to 11:30
a.m. each day for children from 2 years up through
the sixth grade. St. John's Episcopal Church will
also have a part in the school.

Edwards arrives for duty
Second Lt. Eric E. Edwards, son of Gerold Edwards of 1387 Morada Place, Altadena, Calif., and
Patricia Edwards of Hyde Park, N.Y., has arrived
for duty at Fort Lewis, Wash. He previously was
assigned at Fort Sam Houston,Texas.
His wife, Dorothy, is the daughter of Willie and
Lucille Dunn of Murray. The lieutenant is a 1981
graduate of Murray State University.

▪ •
Oaks ladies plan events
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play golf and
bridge on Wednesday. All lady golfers are invited to
have coffee and doughnuts at 9 a.m. before teeing
off at 9:30 a.m. with Burlene Brewer as golf hostess.
Bridge will begin at 9:30 a.m. with Daphne Kimbro,
753-1928,as hostess.

Homemakers plan event
Dan Shipley will be the featured speaker at the International Day event of Calloway County
Homemakers Club on Thursday at University
Branch of the Bank of Murray. He will show slides
of his recent trip to Brazil with a g115'up from First
Baptist Church.
A salad luncheon will be served at noon and Mr.
Shipley will speak at 1 p.m. The public is invited to
hear theTresentation by Mr. Shipley, according to
Marie Forrester,tounty priblicity-Chairtflan.

DEAR ABBY: I am a
young woman who
recently became friendly
with another young
woman who is a flight attendant with an airline.
She is a very together gal
with a warm and winning
personality — friendly,
charming, vivacious. She
has it all.
She asked me over last
Saturday so we could
have lunch and take in a
movie. When I got to her
apartment, she was making the last of 14
telephone calls — mostly
to married men.
She told me that she
had just discovered that
she had coatracted a
venereal disease, and she
was calling every man
she had been with for the
last three or four months
so he could be examined
immediately and not risk
infecting his wife or any
other woman. I admired
her concern and sense of
"honor," if you can call it
that, but I must admit
that I was badly shaken.
Why am I writing this?
To ask you to please warn
every sexually active
man, woman, girl and
boy that no matter how
"clean" a person looks,

it's foolish to take a
chance with a stranger.
This girl looks like the
most immaculate,
ladylike, discriminating,
cautious person you
would ever want to see.
Please, Abby, print this.
All it takes is one wrong
guess.
SHOOK
DEAR SHOOK: I'm
printing your letter. A
word to the wise is sufficient. And it may even
help the foolish.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I'm 18,
and my high-school
graduation is coming up
soon. I want my father to
attend, but I don't want
Linda. She's his second
wife. I'm afraid if I don't
invite Linda, Dad won't
corne.
He left Mom eight
years ago to marry this
no-good barfly. Mom
makes us kids visit Dad
on weekends. We hate going there because Linda
is so hateful toward us
when Dad is not around.
Mom never remarried.
She says she's waiting until she has us kids raised,
but we think she's still in
love with Dad. She's so
much nicer than Linda.

We don't know what he
saw in her. We'd like to
get Mom and Dad back
together again. I think he
still cares, but he's too
bullheaded to admit that
he made a mistake.
How can I get Dad to attend my graduation
without his wife?
WANTS DAD
DEAR WANTS: If your
dad is aware of your
dislike for Linda, ask him
to attend your graduation
alone. (He may surprise
you and accept.) If he's
not aware, then the invitation should be sent to
Mr. and Mrs., and it's up
to Linda to accept or
decline.
About getting your
mom and dad together
again: If your father
"made a mistake but is
too bullheaded to admit
it," he will have .to live
with the consequences.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I'd like
to comment on the letter
from "Going Crazy,"
whose 7-year-old son still
sucks his thumb.
I'm 27, and I still suck
my thumb. My teeth are
perfect and I've never
had braces.
I have never felt the

De It)

By Abigail Von Buren
need to suck my thumb
during the daytime. I am
a sheriff's deputy and I'm
very well adjusted. I find
sucking my thumb at bedtime very comforting. It
helps me to relax. You
can lose a teddy bear, but
you can't lose a thumb.
Sign me...
SHERIFF'S DEPUTY
IN INDY
•••
Do you hate to write letters because you don't
know what to say?
Thank-you notes, sympathy letters, congratulations, how to decline and
accept invitations and
how to write an interesting letter are included in Abby's booklet,
"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $2
and a long, stamped (37
cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood,Calif. 90038.

Community events listed

Healthful benefits of teas discussed by Yoo

Tuesday, May 4
Group D of Ladies
Dr. Yushin Yoo at Mur- Humanistic Education in organizing information the audience of "one way Beginning Tennis of Murray State University is Gilbertsville on "Na- for the past two years on by which people may take ray Country Club will
becoming an expert on tional Teas and Their natural or herb teas full advantage of some of play at 7 p.m. at club.
natural sources in West Healthful Benefits"
made from natural nature's resources to obInfertility Support
grains, tree leaves, fruits tain healthful benefits."
Kentucky from which
Group will meet at 7 p.m.
His research has led to with Lana Wilson, Murz
Yap, professor of and flowers.
teas can be made.
He presented a pro- library science and coorHe discussed six easily the preparation of 10 ray Manor 1-8. For ingram recently at the an- dinator for patron ser- identifiable natural types of natural teas bye' formation call 753-4655.
nual conference of the vices of campus libraries, sources in his presenta- Yoo which he says may
Mother-Daughter BanNational Association of has been gathering- ant—lion intended to inform be made from easily iden(potluck of First
quet
tifiable plant sources in
r
THIS BOOK —
Methodist Church
United
Evenarea.
Murray
the
i
CATARACTS AND THEIR TREATMENT by Joe W. Morgan, DO., poris opat 6:30 p.m. in
be
will
tually, he hopes to put
• thalmologist has been widely acclaimed as the best available
of church.
hall
social
on
information
together
book on the subject.
about 50 different types of
Murray TOPS (take off
SOME REVIEW COMMENTS
work
that
have
and
tea
sensibly Club
pounds
an
common
of
and
aura
is
level-headed,
judgement
Morgans
"Dr.
published.
will meet at 7 p.m. at
sense permeates this book."
"As nearly as I can Health Center.
F.C. f3lodi, M.D.
determine, none of the
Iowa City, Iowa
Alcoholics Anonymous
teas on which I have been
"Dr. Morgan's writing style makes this medical subject very easy
will meet at 8 p.m. in
organizing
gathering and
for anyone to understand."
western portion of
information is currently
J.R. Karickhoff, M.D.
Livestock
and Exposition
being produced in the
Falls Church, VA
Center.
United States," Yoo said.
"Every aspect of cataracts. and their treatment has been covered
Murray Assembly No.
Data collected by Yoo
"eWiñThiiwbookrDr/Vtorgan"
19 Order of the Rainbow
has
tea
of
type
each
for
Robert C. Welch, M.D.
been organized into four for Girls will meet at 7
Medical Educator for Cataract Surgery
p.m. at lodRe hall.
categories:
Miami, Florida
identifyfor
means
A
—
This book is now available only in special edition, deluxe hard
ing the source of the tea.
,cover. It is available at the Paris Eye Clinic or The Treasure House
— A description of the
in Paris, TN. The special edition is $10.95 plus tax. Mail orders
content of the
nutritional
Lake Barkley Lodge
will be accepted. We will pay postage on prepaid mail orders. Get
tea.
was the site for the
your copy now by mail or in person at:
— Directions for mak- meeting of the Gamma
The Treasure House
Paris Eye anis
the tea.
ing
Chapter of Delta Kappa
113 E. Wood St.
235 Tyson Ave.
— An outline of the Gamma on April 24.
TN
38242
Paris,
38242
TN
Paris,
healthful benefits to be
Following a brunch, the
1-901 442-8383
1-901442-0582
gained from the tea.
women educators of
western Kentucky participated in the initiation
of two new members,
Melissa Sledd of Murray
and Ann Deweese of
Carlisle County.
Hostesses for the
meeting were Judy Mull,
Helen Burkeen, Nina
Tuggle, Margaret Rudd,
Mildred Jones and
Owter Lb. Pare Groom!
Evelyn Bradley.
Dr. Halene Visher,
chairman of the Personal
Growth and Services
Committees, introduced
the speaker, Frances
Brown, professor
emeritus of Murray State
central cent*,753-3314 University. An informative narrative was
Cltsies
provided during a slide
'travelogue of the Hob,
Land.

..aawwwoRgairo•

Wednesday, May 5
Make Today Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at
classroom unit of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Senior Citizens acwill be from 10
tivities
pressure
blood
Free
p.m. at Douglas
2
to
tests will be given from a.m.
Rev. R.J.
The
Center.
noon to 2 p.m. at SeventhBurpoe will speak at 11
day Adventist Church.
a.m.
Delta Department of
Hazel Community
Murray Woman's Club Center will be open from
will have a salad supper 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac.t club house. tivities by senior citizens.
at 6:30 poiLa
Cherry Copier Baptist
Bethel Baptist Bible
Church mission groups
Study will be at 6 p.m. atscheduled to meet at 7
home of David and are
p.m.
Aleshia Cunningham, UtMen's Prayer
terback Road.
Breakfast of First United
Groups of First Baptist Methodist Church will be
Church Women will meet at 7 a.m. at Triangle Inn.
as follows: Dorothy .with
--Mrs. Bruce Lane at 10:30
Mission groups of Flint
a.m. and Bea Walker— gar t—Chirretr.--are
with Mrs. Ralph Darnell scheduled to meet at 7
at 7:30 p.m.
p.m.
Tuesday, May 4
Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a salad supper
and Chinese auction at
6:30 p.m. at club house.

Thursday,May 6
Open house for parents
and new kindergarten
students will be at 7 p.m.
at Robertson School.
Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a salad luncheon at noon at club
house.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Center.
Murray Women of
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
at lodge hall.
Senior Citizens centers
will be open as follows:
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
rehearse at 7 p.m. at
First Christian Church.

Frances Brown speaks at Gamma meeting

Beef Patties
ch.k.

Ground Beef

Minute Steak
Wieners

7110,9:25

owe ues' :ee
225 To 300 Lbs.

Ott & Wrapped Free

1 39

A Fthreting
and
Enthralling
Agglw Fikn.

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Lb. $

OBWiaT5=

Wholesale & Retail Meat
Pine n1- 1601
?i7 H. 34st.

The speaker led the
group through a visual
visit to Israel including
Jerusalem, Tel Aviv and
many points of interest in
the Holy Land. Christians, Jews, and Moslems
hold many sites and
shrines in the country to
be sacred and an essential part of their religious
heritages.
Presiding in the
business meeting following the program was Dr.
Alta Presson, president.
She announced that the
new officers will be installed at the Sept. 18
meeting at Kenlake Hotel
in Aurora. The membership expressed their appreciation for the services and inspiring
leadership of Dr.
Presson, the out-going
president.
Fifty-five persons were
present for the meeting.
Attending from Murray
and Calloway County

MOIN1147:1111-$40 Aim -PO.

We Act* hod
NNW

"Only Fecletnl Inspected Moot Market k MurrnY.-

@47-,

Cheri 1 Aisilitariois
Closed 'til Fri.
for installation of
3- Diemen
DO DOLBY winoIN SELECTED THEATRES
elleobse4 st. 753-3314

On"
woh Gorlo. B,cod
Salad 40 Extra
t 69' Special For Kidsi
Inside Dining On1$
Ifec Refills On Drinks

Wednesday 11
Y•I‘j Cori,

A . PO -10 P.M

Eat Thq Gcod At Mom( For This Ince

were Georgia Adams,
Ruth Caldwell, Charlene
Curd, Gela Ellis, Sue
Fairless, Vanda Gibson,
Verda Happy, Dr.
Mildred Hatcher, Rozella
Henry, Mary Alice Humphries, Laura Jennings,
Jane Lane, Mary
Lassiter, Lorene McCage, Mavis McCamish,
Margarette McCuiston,

Louise Overbey, Dr. Alta
Presson, Dr. Ruby Smith,
Lorene Swann, Dr.
Halene Visher, Dr.
Pauline Waggener, and
Melissa Sledd.
Guests were Jessie
Mull, Ruby Tucker, Elsie
Joyce, Christine Bouland,
Nancy Grimes, Jessie
Henderson, and Frances
Brown.

Members recognized
Fourteen Murray State
University faculty
members were recognized at a recent Faculty
Honors Tea by student
members of the Murray
State Circle of Omicron
Delta Kappa (ODK) national leadership honor
society.
Recognized as best exemplifying the "the ODK
idea" were these
members of the faculty:
Kay Bates, assistant
professor, music; Dr.
Ron Cella, professor,
English; Dr. Roger
Haney, associate professor, journalism and
radio-television; Dr. Karl
Hussung, professor,
chemistry; Dr. Anita
Lawson, associate professor, English; Dr.
Robert McGaughey,
chairman and associate
professor, journalism
and radio-television; Dr.
John. Mylroie, assistant
professor,geosciences.
Dr. Bill Payne,
associate professor,
agriculture; Pamela
Rusk, instrUctoi, recreation and physioal education; Dr. Eugene M.
Schanbacher, professor,
industrial education; Dr.

•

Charles Smith, professor,
biological sciences;
Robert Valentine, director of forensics and instructor, speech and
theatre; Dr. Vaughn
Vandegrift, associate
professor, chemistry;
and Dr. Russell L. Welch,
assistant professor,
political science and legal
studies.
Also honored were
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and registrar,
who has announced
retirement plans, and Dr.
Constantine W. Curris,
university president, who
was inducted into the
University of Kentucky
Circle of ODK as an
undergraduate.
Both students and
faculty who meet.
membership requirements are inducted
into ODK, which
recognizes exceptional.
leadership in several
phases of campus life, including - scholarship,
athletics, social, service,
religious activity, studenf'.
government, journalism
and the mass media, and
theatre and the performing arts.
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Fabrizi-Allbritten wedding planned
Bothered by body odor
DEAR DR. LAMB - I many people have trouble
was wondering if you could with excess perspiration,
help me. It is about body body odor or both. It is one
odor_ I shower twice a day., of my largest files of letters.
in the morning before going
While some odor comes
to work and again before from normal secretions
going to bed. I have tried all from specialized sweat
the deodorants on the glands, much of the problem
market. None seem to help. I is created by bacteria. And
also changed my diet, trying just good personal hygiene
to avoid foods with garltc. may not solve the problem.
onions and pepper
Often the bacteria that act
Because of my problem I on perspiration to cause the
stay away from people. I odor are just under the surhave developed an inferiori- face of the skin. Ordinary
ty complex. I really want to soap will not remove them.
socialize and meet people,
In this case your doctor
hoping that someday Ill
meet someone, settle down can prescribe pHisoHex
and have a family of my (hexachlorophene) that you
can use as a soap. It will
own.
the skin and after
I smoke one cigarette only apenetrate
few days will eliminate
after supper. Fm in goods those
bacteria. It is a prehealth otherwise. My only scription
item because it
problem is that awful odor should
be used for
coming from my pores. My infants not
or by pregnant
hands and feet perspire a women. And
you shouldn't
lot, and if I am nervous, my take a whole bath
with it but
forehead.
you can work on part of your
DEAR READER - You 3ody at a time until you are
would be surprised how wer the problem.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard
John Fabrizi of St.
Petersburg, Fla., announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter, Sheryl Ann, to
James Kevin Allbritten,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
James A. Allbritten of
Murray.
Miss Fabrizi is the
granddaughter of Glen
Alexander of Rochester,
N.Y., and the late Mrs.
Bernice Alexander, and
of Angelo Fabrizi of St.
Petersburg and the late
Mrs. Francis Fabrizi.
A 1981 graduate of St.
Petersburg Catholic High
School, she presently is
enrolled as a student at
Murray State University.
Mr. Allbritten is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
James R. Allbritten of
Murray and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Domus Parker.
A 1979 graduate of Murray High School, he attended Murray State
University and is an
alumnus of the Kappa
Alpha social fraternity.
He presently is employed
as assistant manager of
Wendy's.
The wedding will be
Saturday, May 29, at 7:30
p.m. at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
A reception by invitation
only will follow the wedding.
All friends and
relatives are invited toattend the widding at the
church:

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
Sweating often occurs Could you please tell us anywithout causing odors. The thing about it'
sweating may be so profuse
DEAR READER - The
that the hands literally drip ending
with perspiration. Medicines it is a "oma" indicates that
tumor, in this case a
and sometimes even surgery tumor of
the thymus gland.
may be helpful in these The "oma"
ending is used in
cases.
adenoma, hepaI am sending you The carcinoma,
Health Letter number 18-2, toma and other tumors.
The thymus gland is in the
Sweating, Antiperspirants
and Deodorants, to help you. center of the chest and a
Others who want this issue tumor in that area can press
can send 75 cents with a upon the veins to the heart
long, stamped, self- and could be a factor ill your
addressed envelope for it to son collapsing while jogging.
me. in care of this newspa- Or the event may have been
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio unrelated to the tumor.
City Station, New York. NY
Since . the tumor was
10019.
benign there should be no
DEAR DR. LAMB - Our problems as you might
son is 38. He was very active expect if it had been maligand in good health, then he nant. Sometimes individuals
collapsed while jogging. who have tumors of the
After much testing a growth thymus gland develop
was discovered in his chest. myasthenia gravis, so he
At surgery it was at least should be checked periodithe size of a tennis ball. We cally for any sign of this. It
were afraid it was malig- is usually associated with
nant but the report said it periodic fatigue and somewas not. They called it a thy- times loss of ability to hold
moma and said it was rare. the eyelids open.

Ndtional week activities announced

,

From The Desk Of
Jean Cloar
County Extension Agent
For Home Economics
Homemakers Week
May 2-8
A mighty force, 36,189
women strong, is busy at
work in Kentucky to help
people strive for and attain easier, happier, and
more rewarding lives.
They are all members
of the Kentucky Extension Homemakers
'Association (KEHA), the
state,:..i. largest .organza_..
tion, Working at the local
level through county
clubs, these women are
united by the common
bond of using education
as a means to achieve a
better life for themselves,

their families and others.
Starting with family
and home, their activities
and programs have a
direct impact at the community level. Some of
their efforts, however„
reach out far beyond
county, state and the nation's boundaries to people overseas.
In recognition of what
organized homemakers
in Kentucky and
throughout the nation are
doing to improve family
life-May_,.2-2 has„been
designated as National
Extension Homemakers
Week.
"Kentucky
homemakers are on the
leading edge of educational programs in home

economics and family living," says Peggy Powell,
Extension program
specialist in home
economics in the University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture and advisor to Kentucky's
homemakers clubs.
"Their leadership and
dedicated work are the
keys to the widely
recognized success of our
programs planned and
conducted by ExtensiOn
home economists in
every county__and state
specialists on the Lexington campus of the
University of Kentucky."
They search for better
ways of doing ordinary
things for the benefit and
happiness of their

families. And they serve
as leaders to pass along
to others the skills and
knowIedge they acquire
by participating in Extension home economics programs.
Leadership development has a high priority
Sheryl Ann Fabrizi
among KEHA clubs. If
to wed James Kevin Allbritten
you seek a better life for
your family, and want to
help s others achieve the
same goal, join a Kentacry Ettension
Frances Drake -_,_-Homemakers Club. Start
with Calloway Courtly._
FOR_WEDNESDAYi MAY 5--194
Members of Kentucky
What kind of day
order.
AQUARIUS
Extension Homemakers row be? To find will tomor. hands full today with duties LIBRA
out what the concerning the children.
Association clubs in stars say, read the forecast Rornatically, you range from (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —,r1 1Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
You have fixed opinions and
Calloway County have a given for your birth Sign. • being fickle to being senous.
You could be concerned will hold on to them, come
variety of programs, all
about
the
welfare
of a parent what may. Today, however,
CANCER
or the outcome of a domestic you may meet with some
adding up to a positive
(June 21 to July 22)
imprint on local families.
Though determined to han- matter. A change in plans strong opposition.
dle your domestic tasks, inter- could make you nervous.
There are 19 organized ARIES
PISCES
homemaker clubs in the (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) erIr4 ruptions could throw you off SCORPIO
Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
(
Responsibilities
county with a member- connection with arise in schedule. Patience is needed (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
There could be a delay in the
others. Be to see you through.
You're liable to keep wor- receipt of money,so avoid takship of 280 plus 41- cooperative when asked
to LEO
ries to yourself now. Even so, ing risks now. Stick to tried'members at large. The share your part of the load. (July 23toAug
inner signs of agitation are and-true methods in handling
22)
members at large are in- Accept cheerfully.
Work concerns interfere likely to show through. Try to accounts.
dividuals who for one TAURUS
with peace of mind. You may relax.
reason or another cannot Apr. 20 to May 20)
be
too hard and im- SAGITTARIUS
attend meetings, but are The work schedule is be trYing
flow of instinct (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
YOU BORN TODAY are
A social obligation can't be adventurous and intellectually
interested in receiving heavier now, and you could aPedndiinngtutibteiofnree.
t
g
:t
upset about trivial mat- VIRGO
avoided. Still, you might feel a curious. Determine to do your
the information, and by
rst.r aO
sstig
hers may not fulfill ( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
bit restless. Try to keep your own thing and you'll rise to a
paying dues can be a the
ned tasks.
Though you seek ways to im- freewheeling spirit from caus- position of influence. You have
member of the county GEMINI
1/09- prove income, it's not the best ing any offense.
advanced ideas and would
homemaker associat.ion. May 21 to June 201
time for business talks. Make CAPRICORN
make a good social commenOf the 19 clubs, the Parents may have their an effort to get your books in ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 id
tator, teacher or philosopher.
membership of nine clubs
Though you want the lucky Theater, politics, law and
live outside the city
breaks to come now, you still public life are likely to appeal
limits; five clubs live in
may have to be patient. Ac- to you. Avoid a tendency to be
the city pmits; and five
cept extra duties graciously. expedient or to take what
Bide your time.
chance throws your way.
clubs have a mix of city
The wedding of Miss relatives are invited to atand county residents.
Through the Extension Gayla Lynn McCarty and tend the wedding and the
_homemaker _program, Stanford Routt will take reception.
The bride-elect is the
families have benefited- place Saturday, May 15,
by saving approximately at 3 p.m. at First Baptist daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gayle F. McCarty of
;24,910 on their clothing Church, Morganfield.
A reception will follow Morganfield. The groombudget. This was achieved by 1,267 garments be- in the church fellowship elect is the son of Lt. Col.
and Mrs. Randall Routt
"tinr in..
Framing"
ing constructed and/or hall.
All friends and ofMurrav.
recycled. Homemaker
members have realized
Fast But Quality Senice
$4,395 from the sale of
Owners—
handmade items. The
Hellon Carlin & Dortha Bailey
basis for these skills were
learned through the extension program.
Mary Gertzen secretary. Euva AlexHomemakers have sav- presented a special devo- ander will replace Hazel
ed $1,735 through learn- tional program on "Take Crenshaw as treasurer.
Plans for the yard sale
ing to decorate with Time To Be Kind" at the
sheets and refinishing meeting of Home Depart- on April 17 were comfurniture.
ment of Murray Woman's pleted.
Hostesses were Mrs.
Two hundred ninety- Club on Thursday, April
Crenshaw, Marie Hicks,
five homemakers 15, at club house.
reported they have
Officers for 1982-83 club Edna Holland, Irma La
Hours: 10-4 Mon.-Fri.
gardens and have year were elected. Follette and Mrs. AlexSat. 10-12
preserved a total of 21,100 Reelected were Larue ander.
The club will meet
containers of food for an Redden, chairman, Mary
1011
,I.'ih
'?iirra.
.
approximate saving of Gertzen, vice chairman, Thursday, May 20, at 1
p.m.
$25,000.
and Anna Stahler,

'Your Individual Horoscope
e

nVelic'

12ic

korg0

McCarty-Routt wedding
vows to be read on May 15

5ugannth

HOMEMAKERS WEEK - County Judge-Executive George Weeks signs a
proclamation for National Homemakers Week, May 2-8. Special activities are
being conducted this week. Pictured standing from left are Maxine Scott, vice
president, Judy Stabler, president, and Wilma Beatty, secretary-treasurer, of
Calloway County Homemakers organization.

Home Department hears
program;officers elected

Farris wins award

Debbie Farris

Copier on
the blink?

Debbie Farris has been School, where she is a stunamed a 1982 United dent. Her name will apStates National Award pear in the U.S. Achievewinner in cheerleading ment Academy official
by the U.S. Achievement yearbook.
Academy.
The cheerleader is the
Miss Farris was
nominated for this na- daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
tional award by Miss L.D. Farris and the
Vanda Britta in, granddaughter of Mrs.
cheerleading sponsor at Auberna Perkins, all of
Calloway County High Murray.
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Northside Independent
'Church
May 6, 7,8
Prayer Service 7:00 p.m.
Pastor Gerald Miller

Call IA today

tli1.
2:
21 y
116 NORTH ITN
MATHEW
247 5912

EVERYONE-WELCOME
3 Milesiost of Dexter_
On Hwy. 1346
Bro. Was Greer Evangelist

-

••

-*Or

Dr. Bernard Morin

Lyndia Cochran

Bill Major •
•▪ Marjorie and Bi
.
•
.
753-0880
•

REVIVAL
Better see the new
reioable A g Deck 990
pla,n
r
The 990 has all G o riv
*ward leAt000es of ma
ctirnes costong SO% more
oariorrtorig the rersatildy
to melte 11 • 11 copes
C OP Y P0111 sodes and US•
inosi any k.nd of paper ,n
f.i.ofmg orprhead trans
parnrocoes and labels

Call For Appointment
After Regular Hours
753-5819

Gymnastic Classes
Summer Registration
753-4647

BEDWETTER
LET THEM HAVE A

DRY BED

The greatest gift you'can give • bedwetter and Me met of the
family. too. is an end to this senous problem. and nudge no
mistake, bedwetting is serious It can cause COrnplicated plyproblems that last a lifetime It s SO Medial* be-.. chologocal
cause bedwetting. when not caused by organic detect or
die
. can be ended. Send for our free brochure.-Orideseldng
o -- What Its All About and How To End 111-. a report by two
, medical doctors No obligation
"Equally Effective thedidults.
1

2
....

Mall to PAcIFIC INTERNATIONAL. LTD
111 I fct Street Nekoosa WI 54457
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FARM
MAGNINE
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WE HELP SOME

o

DOCTORS CHILDREN

Osteopathic Physician & Surgeon
General practioner of Osteopathic Medicine has
joined the Staff of:

Broeringmeyer Health Awareness
Center
Murray, Ky. - 4 Mile East on Hwy. 94

Hours Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 8:3D
A.M.
To Noon 1, P.M. to 5,P.M.
SPECIAL SERVICES OFFERED:
Natural Child Birth
Nutrition
.Cheltition Therapy
Physical Therapy
Colonic Detoxification
Traction
Sclerotherapy —
Pain Corifrol
Manipulative Therapy
Weight Control
FOR APPOINTMENT PHONE:(502) 753-2962
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641 N.
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12-6

Prices Good
Thru Sunday

Ekcoloy .
Ekcoloy
Loaf Pan
*No seams
'Satin finish
'No. R407,

Don't
Forget
May 9th

8

C0101
'New
'Antic
•4 Car
•Reve

Kimberly
Glass Mugs
*9 Ounce,
No. W319
*Asst. colors
Reg. 68C
SM-156

Misses and Junior Sun Shifts
•Poly/cotton and dery press pleriOs,
_
-.—iwA§:s*-orred-sTreg-arkft-irorS--•Sizes S-M-L

Misse6-;:-4t Top •
•100% Cotton interlock

•Sleeveiess style with varied yoke styles
'Assorted colors
•Sizes,S-M-L - •
Reg. 4.86

Reg. 3.97

5.88
Chimers Cologne
•.75 Oz.
'By Prince Matchabelli
Reg. 6.25

19.88

Air Pump
•3 Liter, twin liner
•Metal body with
unbreakable plastic liner
Reg. 6.97

3 Tier Corner Table
'Hardwood with cane
panel shelves
*Walnut finish
*No. 16-1435
Reg. 23.56

3

Robb
lronir
•Plas
*Con'
iron
starc
•No.
Reg.

2.27
African Violet

Reg 2.66

11.88
Yorkshire Brass
Base Oil Lamp

8.88

'Brass base and crystal
shade
*Decorative oil burning
brass base lamp
'No.504MT
Reg. 12.94

Misses and
Full Figure
Print Tops
'100% Polyester

•Assorted styles and prints
*Sizes 8-18 and 38-44
Reg. 9.97

5•00
MUMS

daladium

Reg. 5.83

r\

6•

Reg.6.66

Fern I
•

AfrMAIW$,A.DVERT!SED.MERCHANDISE poucry_..
It is ouf intentrin to have every advertised item on stock _However. it dueto any unforeseen reason. an -adverksed dem
rgflf availatSW-torpurchase--warmarnorrcu-e--TRAir
-1-cbeck on reguest-TOTThe-HTErefiandiCe To be purEbad-al fbr
sale price whenever available or will sell you a similar,item at a comparabfe reduction in price We reserve the rtriflt to
Itrnd quant,ties
I Mart Sells for Less • Wal Mart Sells

I ess •Wal Ma'•

• Wal Mart Sells for Less•Wal Mart Sins for Less•Wal Mart Sells for LOSS• Wet Mart Sells for Less • WM Mar !

4tt

I.Mar
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Under-Shelf
Storage Basket
•123/4"x10"x7"
•White 'Cushioncoated welded steel
'Easy installation
•No.600 Reg. 3.97

Rubbermaid
Broom & Mop
Organizer

•163/4"x10"x7"
'White'Cushion-coated
welded steel
'Easy installation
•No. 606 Reg. 4.27

'Plastic, almond color
*Convenient storage
for brooms & mops
*No. 2328
Reg. 3.97
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Floor Pillows
•100% Handloomed

a.

cotton, hand tied
fringe
*Wide variety of
natural colors

Reg. 99.96

Colonial Ceiling Fan by Loudi

<VW.,
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Reg. 12.86

•New 42" size
'Antique brass finish
.4 Cane insert blades,4.1.L.--4isted,-variabla speeds,.
•Reversible speed control 'Light kit adaptable

Whitehall Cooler
Set
•looz

Baker's Secret
Loaf Pan

Baker's Secret
8 Inch Square
Cake Pan

'
Crystal or gold color
•Set of 4
'No 4460 or 4464

*Cleans easier
'Non-stick
'No. M447,

*Cleans. easier
•Non-stick
'No M430,_
Reg. 2.96

Reg. 2.94
Reg. 3.96

-baker's Secret
Muffin Pan

-Ekcdioy® ---.___ -Cookie Sheet

IOne piece
construction
'Non-stick surface
•6 Muffin cups
'No. M60,

'No seams
'Satin Finish
•No. R408,
Reg. 1.97

Reg. 3.14

Pizza Pan
'Non stick, cleans easier
'No M160.

-

3.66

3.66
Rubbermaid
ironing Organizer
'Plastic, almond color
*Convenient storage for
iron & ironing board,
starch cans & bottles
'NO. 232-9
Reg. 3.97

Rubbermaid
Bath & Shower
Caddy
*Chocolate, white or blue
'Plastic
'Stand .u2bath &
snwer
'No. 2821
-Reg. 3.97

'Blue Swiss Oil Lamp

C116

WEST BEND

23.96
Electric SilverStone
Fry Pan
•12" Automatic skillet
'Durable non-stick
surface

'Blue & white Swiss
pattern
'Ceramic base and crystal
shade
'Decorative oil burning
ceramic base lamp
'No. 228MT

5.97

Cannonball Oil
Lamp
'
Wooden base and crystal
shade 'Decorative oil
burning lamp
'
No. 902MT
Reg. 17.94

Reg. 13.88

Coaster Set
'Made of bamboo with butterfly inlay
•6 Coasters with 11" diameter tray
'Gift boxed

Reg. 6.88

Reg. 28.76

P-1014 Corning Whit
P-1014-8 Spice-O-Lif
P-1014-7 Witt:Mower

4.27
Macrame Hanger
•46
'Assorted styles &
colors, acrylic
'Use it indoors or out
'Pot not included

Corningware®
Counter Savers
*The protectors keep all
your counters looking new

Reg. 4.96

Reg. 12.96

32.88
Fern Baskets

•lIiIHain on steel •Set includes 1 & 2 qf covered
siiiiwpans. 5 qt covered dutch oven R 10- open
'Mushroom or Golden Wheat patterns •
Reg 37 42

Reg. 9.96
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Borg, Lendl latest casualties

Murray tennis teams Pro tennis grapples with
'Alphabet War'
beat Mayfield, 7-Z 6-3
The home court advantage paid off for the
Murray High tennis
teams as the Tigers
•defeated visiting
Mayfield, 7-2, and the
Lady Tigers downed the
Lady Cardinals,6-3, Monday.
Murray's boys clinched
a Tiger victory by winning the first five singles
matches and claiming
two of the three doubles
slots.
Robert Stout smashed
Mayfield's Stewart
Glover, 8-0, in No.1 action
followed by Tiger victories-by'Shawn -Parker
over Chuck Whitnell, 8-2;
Bill Smith edging Ray
Mathis, 9-7; Roger Dunn

By BOB GREENE
AP Spada Writer
,NEW YORK (AP) —
The tennis Alphabet War
is in full swing, with
Sweden's Bjorn Borg an
early casualty and Ivan
Lendl of Czechoslovakia
caught in the crossfire.
The combatants include the International
Tennis Federation (ITF),
the Men's International
Professional Tennis
Council (MIPTC), the
Association of Tennis
Professionals (ATP) and
World Championship
Tennis (WTC), plus
assorted support groups,
Strategists and "behindthe-scene generals.
The lastest skirmish occured two weeks ago
when all of the world's
top 10 players were in action — five in Las Vegas,
Nev., at the 8300,000 Alan
King Tennis Classic, a
Volvo Grand Prix event,
and the other five in
Dallas at the 1300,000
WCT Finals.
The battle lines were
drawn a year ago when
WCT, run by sports entrepeneur Lamar Hunt,
decided to form an agency to represent players:
The people who run the
Grand 'Prix tour were
--(gate upset-at the Tact
that Hunt -wanted to
represent players and
run tournaments at the
same time. A conflict of

drubbing Brad Barlow,81; and Todd Lawson trimming Dave Higgins,8-5.
The only Tiger singles
upset came when Walter
Payne fell to Bart
Whitnell,8-4.

Binky Graham, 8-3; Kim
McCoart defeated Leslie
Sims, 8-2; Rebbie
Houston lost to Jill Stratton, 8-6; Lisa Williams
defeated-Ginger-Smith,83; and the Lady Tigers
led 4-2 entering the
In doubles, Stout- doubles competition.
Parker handled GloverKelly and Jackson
Barlow, 8-2; Smith-Dunn teamed to defeat Cullerclipped Mathis-Higgins, Byars, 8-2; Greene8-6; and Lawson-Robert McCoart lost to SimsHopkins were defeated by Graham,8-3; and Teresa
Whitnell-Whitne11,1-1.
Ford-Ellen Hogancamp
In girls action, the beat Jackson-Stratton, 8Lady Tigers' Mel Kelly 6.
Today the MHS boys
and Mel Jackson recorded 8-0 triumphs over travel to a dual meet at
rathTriiller arid-LeiTie-'Marsffalt''MATS, 'arid"
Byars in No.! and No.2 Wednesday both the
Tigers and Lady Tigers
singles.
Kim Greene fell to play at Hopkinsville.

•

Rowdies claim 10th win

interest, they said.
There was no mention
made of ProServe, the
company formed by
Donald Dell, a
Washington lawyer and
former tennis player,
promoter, agent, television commentator,etc.
Lend!,for example, is a
ProServe client. The man
listed as his agent, Jerry
Solomon, also happens to
be tour director of the
Grand Prix. Any connection between ProServe
and the Grand Prix is only speculation. Make up
your own mind.
When the Pro Council
("MIPTC
'See SeCond
paragraph), which administers the Grand Prix,
decided Hunt was going
too far, the Texas
multimillionaire decided
to go his own way and set
up the WCT tour, where
tournament victories are
worth 8100,000 instead of
the 812,000 to $90,000 firstplace prizes offered by
Grand Prix events.
The Pro Council
reacted by forcing
players to sign up for a
minimum of 10 tournaments for 1982. When
Borg, who has won six
French Open and five
Wimbledon titles, decided -to- take -a -five--month
vacation, he asked for an
exemption to the rule and
play in only seven tournaments.

And the Rowdies just
against Paducah's 'N'
keep on rolling.
team,6-0.
After three weekend_
Three Rowdies goalies
matches the Murray boys
saw action in Saturday's
( under 14 division team)
contests — Ben Yoo, West
eitended their season
and Brannon.
record to a perfect 10-0.
• . Defensive stalwarts
Two contests on Saturwere Brian Krizan, Ricky
day and solo,match on
Jobs, Tony Robinson,
Sunday resulted in 13
ALPHABET WAR CASUALTY — Bjorn Borg and
„ Luke HarEington,. Ezra
LcilOW
pro tennis player Ivan Lendl are the most reRowdies goals to zero for
Schroeder Jon Poyner
rent victims of the war between the pentennis factheir opponents-tions. Competition for fop players is producing- a
Depth was the key to
pulled
together
and
the
Sunday,
Yoo
missed
cut-throat tennis battle among the various tourthe three Murray
blasted the Paducah 'M' solo home contest against
naments and the players are being caught in the
shutouts as the team
squad,
5-0.
Two
goals
by
Clarksville
(Tenn.)
the
middle.
overcame illness, injury
AP Laserphoto
and the absences of key Scot Butvvell and solos by Aztecs, but West and
Mark West, Ken Mikulcik Robinson played erperformers yet still maintained a winning ad- and Don Brock accounted rorless goaltending to
'for the Murrayans'points blank the visitors, 2-0.
vantage.
Both Rowdies goals
In Saturday's contests in the first game. came
on lob passes headat Paducah, David Dill
Brannon returned to
and John Posey were ab- the lineup in the second ed into the Clarksville
sent from the- -regular ct test and produced goal.
lineup and the team's three goals with singles
West lobbed an assist to
NEW YORK (AP) — upset McEnroe in the third-seeded Jose Luis his game was off."
leading scorer, Jimmy scored by West, Mikulcik Brannon, who put the John McEnroe is the opening round. Kirmayr, Clerc of Argentina,
Edmondson was the onBrannon, missed the-first and Issac Sehroeder. The Rowdies on the board in defending Wimbledon using serve-and-volley fourth-seeded Johan ly seed to fall Monday.
game as well.
Rowdies won the game the second half with a and U.S. Open champion, tactics on the slow clay Kriek of South Africa and No. 12 Mel Purcell of
head-shot. over the top of is ranked No. 1 in the surface, battled his way fifth-seeded Vitas Murray,Ky., beat Robert
the Aztec goalie. Then, on world and has a victory into the finals where he Gerulaitis.
Van't Hof 6-0, 6-4; No. 11
an almost identical play, under his belt in the lost to Eddie Dibbs.
Although Johnstone John Sadri stopped
Brannon assisted Don $500,000 WCT Tourna"It's tougher playing wasn't impressed with Brazil's Julio Goes 6-4, 6-1
Final registration for day and Thursday, May Brock, who headed the ment of ChampionAtt the on clay because I only McEnroe, the Australian and No. 14 Shlomo Glickspass into the goal for the famed West Side Tennis play a couple of events a certainly drew respect tein of Israel ousted MarSenior Babe Ruth sum- 5-6.
mer league baseball will
Club.
year on clay," said from his opponent.
co Ostoja of Yugoslavia 6Players interested in insurance point.
be Thursday, May 6.
Chris Joiinstone isn't McEnroe.
"He's quick around the 3, 7-6.
Saturday the Rowdies
joining a team, but who
Boys, ages 1-18, may are unable to obtain a entertain Calvert City at impressed.
The lefthander said he net," McEnroe said of
obtain registration forms regiitration form, may 1 p.m. at Cutchin Field
"I thought he could is using this tournament Johnstone. "He's beaten
at both Murray High call league president Ed- before travelling to a 3 serve me right off the somewhat as a a couple of good players,
School and _Cilloway die Schwettman,-7534731, p.m. match at court," the 21-year-old -barometer, "to see how so I was expecting
County High School dur- on or before May 6 to Clarksville, Tenn., Australian said of my body and my ankle whatever he gave me. I
ing lunch hnurc Wendos,. register.
against the Aztces,
-44egficeer....4_theught...he--eeftet11-and-te-eletenrrifte—wasret-going-to-be-stir--played badly. I wasn't as. if he is ready to play the prised by anything."
impressed as I thought I Italian and French
Eighth-seeded Mark
NEW YORK (AP) —
would be."
Opens.
Edmondson of Australia Paul Mazzei, a convicted
Despite the lack of
McEnroe severely was surprised by drug dealer, faces a 10respect, McEnroe ad- sprained his ankle earlier Sweden's Stefan year prison term for takvanced to the second this year and now has it Simonsson 6-2,6-4.
ing part in the point shavround by beating taped.
"He's like a little ing of Boston College
Johnstone 6-4,6-1.
Ivan Lendl of Borg," Edmondson said, basketball games.
"It's just good that I Czechoslovakia, ranked comparing Simonsson to
Mazzei could have
won,' McEnroe said.
No. 3 in the world and his more famous counreceived
20 years in jail,
didn't win any last year. second-seeded in this tryman,Bjorn Borg.
It's not everyday I lose in tournament, played his
"I played very well, but had cooperated with
a first round of a tourna- first-round match today, steady from the baseline the government in its inment."
facing Damian Keretic of and passing well," the vestigation of the BC
It was in this tourna- West Germany.
Swede said. "I think he's scheme.
"I always wanted to be
ment a year ago that
Also making their T of (Edmondson) a good
Carlos Kirmayr of Brazil C debut today will be player on clay, but today someone big," the 38year-old Pittsburgh man
told sentencing Judge
Henry Bramwell Monday
ESA.* I "With °pitons' 5-speed
transmission at $000 extra
in an impassioned plea
2Er 231 EST
MPG
Use }murex tor compartson
Your results may differ
for clemency. "Instead, I
depending on droving speed, weather conditions and
distance Actual highway mileage will usually be low°,
became a criminal and a
drug dealer."

r

"No exceptions," said
the Council,. which then
decreed that Borg must
play the qualifying round
for every Grand Prix
tournament in which he
enters. At Las Vegas, the
world's sixth-ranked
player failed to get
through the qualifying
and the tournament lost
one of its biggest draws.
Then the hammer
came down on Lendl, who
has reached the finals in
his last 18 tournaments,
losing only three times.

Last week, the ATP
recommended that
Lentil, ranked- No.2-in the
world, be suspended from
the organization and fined 810,000. His transgression? He signed up to play
in two tournaments being
contested this week — the
World Team Cup in
Dusseldorf, West Germany,and the WCT Tournament of Champions in
New York — then dropped out of one to play in
the other. He decided on
the WCT tournament.
"Players must
sometimes withdraw
from an-event because of
injuries„.but to withdraw
a week before one tournament to play in another
does irreparable-harm to the credibility of the
sport," said ATP Executive Director Butch
Buchholz.

Purcell advances in WCT tourney

McEnroe victory doesn't impress Johnstone

_

Babe Ruth signup set

In other matches, Tim
Wilkison defeated Van
Winitsky 6-2, 2-6, 6-2; Rod
Frawley of Australia
downed Brazil's Tomas
Koch 6-4, 6-2; Russell
Simpson of New Zealand
defeated Jose Garcia of
Spain 2-6, 6-3, 6-3 and
Chris Lewis of New
Zealand eliminated Rick
Meyer 6-2, 6-2.

Boston College scandal
-sees-final-member-jailed-

JEEP

MONE

,11uplosI

0
4:14.0

START
COMPUTING

42;xv.V

GTO

Our Most Affordable TRS-80
For Professional or Home Use

JEEP Us
AND SCRAMMRS
Jeep Corporation has slashed
the base sticker price on 4Base
wheel drive, Scramblers and
Mos
CJs. That's a reduction of
on CJ-5, $823 on Scramblers
freight
and a wpopping 1000 on $750DID
CJ-7.
& Tar
And, we're giving great deals above the price cut. Stop and see us today.
You'll like what we're doing to.prices. charges Options 7€ :3ritne, title and clestonatIon

WHY DRIVE A CAR WHEN YOU CAN
MIN A JEEP?
Coins AMC Jeep

Renault Inc.

641 North 753 6448

Manage Your
Budget
Track
Investments
Games for
The Family
Learn to
Program

Tiger golfers end season
with 7th place in region

Get down to serious business with your own computer and
use It for fun-filled games in your leisure time! Keyboard,
monitor, and 16,000-character memory—all in one beautiful
desktop unit. Learn to program with our easy-to-read manual, or add an optional cassette recorder to use a wide variety of ready-to-run programs. Easily expandable to our
deluxe 2-disk business system.

A DiviSION OF TANDY CORPORATION

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
• RADIO SHACX STORE.
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

PRICES MAY VARY-AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS

••••••••••••••

The last of five defendants to be sentenced in
the point-fixing scandal,
Mazzei will become eligible to apply for parole
after serving one-third of
his time. He previously
was under a six-year
prison sentence as a
member of a
multimillion-dollar international heroin ring bas-

ed on Long Island.
That conviction last
year was intended to induce Mazzei to inform
against his co-defendants
in the basketball scandal.
Shortly before his sentencing in the Boston College
case, U.S. District Judge
Jack B. Weinstein reduced his narcotics term to
five years probation in
recognition of his
cooperation.
Prior to his latest narcotics sentencing, Mazzei
had been on parole after
serving three years of a
five-year sentence in Pittsburgh for trafficking in
[SD.
The scheme involved
shaving points of BC
games during the 1978-79
season so that a betting
syndicate could reap a
harvest as a result of the
inside information.
The key athlete in the
sports scheme waS Rick
Kuhn, former reserve
forward on the BC
basketball team. He was
sentenced to 10 years last
Feb.6.

0.11

Murray High's boys
golf team ended its'
season Monday, placing
seventh among 20 teams
in the regional tournament at Paducah Country
Club.
St.Mary's High won the
regional competition with
a 322 team total, Marshall
County placed second
with a 355. Murray scored
8372. ,
Indivrdual Tiger
scorers were Robert BillMgton (42-44-86), John
Purdom (46-45-91 ),
Michael Boggess (47-

48-95) and Jonathan
Overbey (54-46-100).
St.Mary's David Hunt
and Tilghman's Brad
Stone tied for medalist
honors with identical 77s,
but Hunt won top honors
on the tiebreaker.
Today the MHS girls
team competes in the
regional tournament at
Princeton. Junior Velvet
Jones will be attempting
to defend her regional
and state individual titles
and the MHS team will be
defending its regional
crown.
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Big Ten examines
three-point goal
to speed up games
CHICAGO (AP) - Big Ten basketball coaches
are recommending experimental bits oduction of
three-point goals during the 1982-83 conference
season,Commissioner Wayne Duke says.
At a meeting with conference athletic directors
last week, the coaches also voted to recommend
changes in the NCAA pot-season tournament format,Duke said Monday.
Duke said the coaches will be asked this week to
indicate their preference on the distance beyond
which a basket would count for three points. The
choices will be 19 feet, 20 feet, 21 feet and 22 feet, he
said.
Duke said the recommendations will be submitted to the Big Ten athletic directors if at least six
coaches agree on a distance for the three-point goal.
The conference athletic directors are scheduled to
meet May 10-12 at Ohio State University.
"We will have a three-point play in the Big Ten
next year," Illinois Coach Lou Henson said Monday. "The athletic directors must still approve it,
but I feel they will."
If the directors approve the proposed rule, the
conference will ask the NCAA rules committee for a
rules waiver to permit the use of three-point goals
during the coming season,Duke said.
The coaches rejected the introduction of a shot
clock similar to that used in the National Basketball
Association,Duke said.
Duke said the NCAA rules committee asked major conferences to experiment with changes to
"speed up" college basketball and reduce the
number of low-scoring games. The three-point goal
and the shot clock were among the changes suggested,Duke said.
Henson said he feels the conference will approve
a shot clock in time for the 1983-4 season.
The coaches also voted to urge the,NCAA tournament committee to expand the post-season tournament to 64 teams from 48 unless the number of
teams automatically qualifying for the tournament
is reduced from 28, or "unless the committee
specifically addresses the selection problems
associated with the post-season conference
tourneys," Duke said.,

In-the-know rookie steals for Phillies
By JOHN NELSON
-- AP Sports Writer
A little knowledge can
be a dangerous thing, and
Philadelphia rookie Bob
Dernier is getting
smarter with every
game.
Dernier stole his sixth
and seventh bases of the
season in the first inning,
then doubled home the
go-ahead run in the fourth
as the Phillies defeated
the San Francisco Giants
5-3 Monday night.

likes to run," Rose said of Ruthven. Ed Farmer
Dernier."When he learns preserved Monge's first
more about the pitchers, National League victory.
he'll be stealing a lot
In the rest of the Namore bases."
tional League, the New
The Phillies scored a York Mets got by Los
third run in the first inn- Angeles 6-3 in 12 innings,
ing on George Montreal beat San Diego
Vuckovich's single, but 8-2, Atlanta downed PittSan Francisco tied it with sburgh 10-4 and St. Louis
two runs in the second - defeated Chicago 9-4.
one on Darrell Evans'
Mets6,Dodgers 3
homer - and another run
Hubie
Brooks drove in
in the third on Jack
two runs with a basesClark's RBI single.
loaded single in the 12th
Dernier broke the tie, inning as New York endThe victory was however, when he doubl- ed a six-game losing
Philadelphia's second ed in the fourth inning off streak at Dodger
straight, representing the Dan Schatzeder,0-4,scor- Stadium. Brooks' line
first time the Phillies had ing Ivan DeJesus, who single scored George
won games consecutively had walked and was Foster and Joel
this season. Dernier's se- sacrificed to second. The Youngblood to snap a 3-3
cond stolen base came on Phillies added their in- tie. Another run scored on
the front end of a double surance run in the eighth Ron Gardenhire's
steal with Pete Rose, and on Dick Davis' sacrifice fielder's choice.
he and Rose scored the fly.
Foster started the
first two runs of the game
The winner was Sid three-run inning with a
on Gary Matthews' Monge, who worked five single off Terry Forster,
single.
innings, giving up three 1-3. Dave Kingman
"He can run, and he hits in relief of Dick sacrificed Foster to se-

cond, and Foster went to
third on Youngblood's
single. After Forster hit
John Stearns with a pitch
to load the bases, Steve
Howe came on for Los
Angeles and yielded the
two-run single to Brooks.
Ed Lynch, 1-1, the fifth
Mets pitcher, picked up
the win with two
scoreless innings of
relief.
Rick Monday and
Pedro Guerrero homered
for the Dodgers.
Expos8,Padres 2
Gary Carter and Chris
Speier eached homered,
and Bill Gullickson hurled his first complete
game of the season for
Montreal. Gullickson
struck out 10 and scattered seven hits, waiting
out a rare 22-minute rain
delay at San Diego in the
top of the seventh.
Speier's third-inning
homer, his second this

season, snapped a 1-1 tie,
and Carter had a two-run
shot in the eighth inning.
Al Oliver also drove in a
pair of runs with two
singles.
The loss represented
the first time this season
tbo,t the Padres have
dropped consecutive
games. John Montefusco
got the loss, despite
allowing only four hits in
seven innings.
Braves 10, Pirates 4
Atlanta continued its
string of road victories,
winning its ninth straight
without a loss, and 43year-old Phil iniekro
picked up his first victory
of the season.
Niekro, who started the
season on the disabled list
with a rib injury, was
relieved with one out in
the sixth after giving up
three runs on six hits.
Claudell Washington
backed Niekro with a

three-run homer, and
Glenn Hubbard also had
three RBI. Niekro drove
in a pair of runs with a
'double.
The loss was the fourth
straight for the Pirates.
Jason Thompson
homered for Pittsburgh.
Cards 9,Cubs4
Darrell Porter's tworun homer, his first since
April 7, sparked a fiverun rally in the St. Louis
seventh inning. Keith
Hernandez and Dane Iorg
had RBI singles in the inning, and another run
scored on Cubs catcher
Jody Davis' throwing error. The victory was the
third in nine games for St.
Louis.
Leon Durham's tworun homer in the Chicago
fifth had tied the score 44.
ug Bair, who relieved BM Forsch to start the
seventh, earned his second victory for St. Louis.

Flanagan goes from 'too strong'to 'too good'

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
five-hitter. Stapleton's inside-the-park homer capA's 5, Yankees 2
AP Sports Writer
ped a four-run first inning after Carl Yastrzemski's
Singles by Dwayne Murphy and Tony Armes
Mike Flanagan was just too strong in the early gotwo-run double erased a 2-0 Minnesota lead.
drove in the tying and lead runs as Oakland rallied
ing this season.
Miller's homer followed Rich Gedman's double in
for four runs against Tommy John and Rich
Monday
On
night, he was just too good.
the fifth.
Gossage in the eighth inning and went on to its fifth
"The last four times I've pitched, I've felt too
Stapleton's homer came when his high fly down
consecutive victory. The A's had managed six hits
strong," Flanagan said after facing the minimum
the right field line fell just out of reach and skipped
and one run until pinch hitter Jeff Burroughs opennumber of batters in firing a three-hit shutout for
away from a diving Mickey Hatcher.
ed the eighth with an infield hit. Rickey Henderson
his first victory iii four decisions as the Baltimore
The Twins, with a 9-16 record, have hit 29 home 'walked and
Murphy, who drove in Oakland's first
Orioles whipped the Seattle Mariners 6-0.
runs. Bbston, which leads the AL East at 16-7, has
run with a third-inning triple, singled to score pinch
"In those games, I felt so strong that I tried to
just 14.
runner Jimmy Sexton with the tying ran. •
overthrow. Tonight,I felt smooth.4 was just a matAngels 5,Indiana 4
Henderson scored when Armes greetzd- Gossage
ter ofslowing myself down." -Don
Baylor drove-in the tying rim with a seventh• with a bloop single. Cliff Johnson sacrificed and
Elsewhere in the American League, the Boston
inning double and then hit a ninth-inning sacrifice
Gossage wild pitched Armas to third and he scored
Red Sox trimmed the Minnesota Twins 6-2, the • fly for the winning run, what Andy Hassler and Don
on Joe Rudi's squeeze bunt. Matt Keough, went the
California Angels nipped the Cleveland Indians 5-4,
Aase combined for 71-3 innings of sparkling relief.
route for the A's, scattering seven hits and walking
the Oakland A's downed the New York Yankees 5-4
Rod Carew led off the ninth with a single off Dan
seven. The A's also committed four errors, two by
Spinner and Fred Lynn walked. Carew went to third
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Keough on pickoff throws.
The Los Angeles and the Kansas City Royals edged the Milwaukee
Brewers 3-2.
on Reggie Jackson's fly ball and scored on Baylor's
AP Sports Writer
Lakers have already won
Rich Dauer and Gary Roenicke backed
drive to deep center.
Royals 3,Brewers 2
George Gervin still their West series with Flanagan's
pitching with home runs. Dauer hit a
Hassler relieved starter Mike Witt in the second
Greg Pryor's home run and Hal McRae's two-run
regrets what happened to Phoenix and will meet the two-run
homer off rookie Mike Moore in the first inand pitched five scoreless innings- he is =scored
double gave Kansas City a 3-0 lead against Mike
the San Antonio Spurs in winner of the San ning and singled
a run across in the fifth, while
upon in 13 innings this season-before Aase retired
Caldwell in the sixth inning. Paul Splittorff carried
the National Basketball Antonio-Seattle battle.
Hoenicke connected for a three-run homer off Larry
the final seven batters,striking out five. The Angels
a four-hit shutout into the seventh, then gave up a
Association playoffs in
The Spurs took their Andersen in the eighth.
trailed 4-0 but scored twice in the fourth inning off
two-run homer to pinch hitter Larry Hisle, who
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commanding 3-1 lead
Red Sox 6,Twins 2
Len Barker on two walks, an error and a sacrifice
hadn't played since April 17 because of a sprained
He doesn't want the with a 115-113 victory
Two-run homers by Dave Stapleton and Rick
fly. Consecutive singles by Carew, Lynn and
wrist and an eye infection. Dan Quisenberry relievsame thing to happen this Sunday, the second Miller powered red-hot Boston to its fourth con_Jackson made it 4-3 in the seventh.
ed at that point and checked the Brewers the rest of
year.
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save.
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Quality is Job One...from the Ford
factory where your automobile is built,
to our service department.
As an authorized dealer we have
the special training to keep your
automobile running the way you want
it to! We have factory-trained mechanics,
who use genuine Ford and Motorcraft
parts built to Ford specifications...
and we have the special tools for your
fine Ford-built vehicle.
What's more, by using these special
service coupons to get the service you
need now, you can save money!
F
MOTORCRAFT
ENGINE TUNE-UP SPECIAL

WE'RE AT

YOUR

SERVICE...

Southern Optical would like
to make the world
look better to you.

-ONO

You can be confident in eyewearfrom Southern
Optical because we won't take shortcuts when
it comes toyour eyes. In faot, we take extra
steps ingrinding, polishing and testing your
lenses to convert your prescription into the
most comfortably fitting, accurate eyewear
available anywhere. And that could make a lot
of things look better to you.
For a free copy of our booklet,"Extra steps
to excellence," stop by 641 No. Olympic Plaza
or call 753-0422.

MOTORCRAFA
OIL and OIL FILTERIPECIAL

Solid stole tune-up includes installation of Motorcroft spark plugs,
inspection of choke, throttle linkage, spark plug wires and distributor
cap; odustrnent of carburetor and timing Points not included

Includes up to 5 quorts of Motorcroft oil, Motorcroft oil filter ond installotion.

TOTAL SPECIAL PRICE-PARTS and LABOR

Repair order No

TOTAL SPECIAL PRICE-PARTS and LABOR

4 Cylinder

$12.72
ANY APPLICABLE TAXES EXTRA

L.

6 Cylinder

8 Cylinder

$26.40 $30.60 $34.80

tt".
"

VALID MAY 1982

ANY APPLICABLE TAXES EXTRA
!kr

VALID MAY 1982 j

Call For An Appointment
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Here's the Answer
Q. — Our fuse box in the
utility room has the
regular type of fuses in
them — the kind that
screw into place like an
electric light bulb. I have
Just been told there is
some way of telling when
a fuse blows out whether
it is caused by an
overload or a short. Unfortunately, the person
who told me doesn't know
the difference. Can you
help?
A. — Generally, on a
regular fuse of that kind,
the little metal strip at
the top of the fuse will
break when an overload
has caused the fuse to
blow.- When the seethrough material at the
top of the fuse gets black,
the cause usually is a
short.

HOMES FOR AMERICANS Merchants try to help

shower head probably
have been clogged due to
an accumulation of dirt
or mineral deposits over
the years. Look over the
shower head until you
find how it disconnects
from the fixture. Usually
it screws off by turning it
counterclockwis . Soak
the head in hot water for
about 10 minutes, then insert a toothpick into each
hole and move it around a
bit. Put back the shower
head and chances are the
water will start flowing
freely again. If it doesn't,
you can always buy a new
shower head, in which
case take the old one
along to be certain you
get the same size.

the sink, but I see trouble
ahead in the near future.
I know the best way to
unclog the drain is to take
off the •cleanout plug at
the bottom of the trap
under the sink, which
may be a good idea except that our sink trap
has no such plug. What do
I do?
A. — You will have to
remove the trap itself,
which you will see is connected to the vertical pipe
and the horizontal pipe
under the sink. Loosen
the nuts holding the trap
in place. working very
carefully with a wrench
and placing adhesive
tape or something similar
over the places which
come in contact with the
wrench to prevent marring the metal.

Q. — We have just moved into a house which has
kitchen cabinets that apparently had a clear
Q. — A few weeks ago
The
water
coming
—
Q.
you had a story about us- from our shower head in finish on them many
ing a hacksaw. I should the bathtub is dribbling years ago. We want to
have cut it out, but I out rather than shooting refinish them with vardidn't. What I want to out normally. I have nish. Can it be applied
know is whether the blade never tackled any plumb- right over the old finish,
of a hacksaw cuts on the ing problems, although I which is in pretty good
forward or the rear am fairly handy with shape?
A. — Yes, but be cerstroke?
woodworking chores, so I
A. — It cuts on the for- have hesitated doing 4 tain all dirt and grime are
ward stroke.
anything about it. Can removed from the surQ. — Our kitchen sink is you tell me what is caus- face of the cabinets. One
beginning to drain a bit ing this and whether I can of the regular household
cleaners will probably
slowly. It hasn't fix it myself?
A. — The holes in the handle the job, but if not,
prevented us from using
follow by rubbing the
SCHOOl•COOKING SCHOWCOOKING SCHOOleCOOKING SC wood with denatured
alcohol, being certain
G.E. Cooking School
there is plenty of ventila4ion—in the room. Then
Place-Murray Appliance
A 0
an apply the var0 you .6--0
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( Leaky faucets, clogged drains, balky toilet
tanks and noisy plumbing
are among the topics
discussed in Andy Lang's
booklet, "Make Simple
Plumbing Repairs,"
which can be obtained by
sending 50 cents and a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to
Know-How,P.O. Box 477,
‘
t
um WHOM COOK Huntington, NY 11743.)

Just Arrived...

furniture business
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LIVING ROOM
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DINING
PORCH
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VERANDAH
8'WIDE

HAIII4qC
FEATURES OF THIS TWO-STORY HOUSE include a
double-decker roof and a wrap-aroUnd porch. The living room
has a large bay window. Upstairs, there are three bedrooms.
Plan HA1149C has .880 square feet on the first floor and
another 880 on the second. For more information write —
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect.
Roger T. Panek, 48 West 48th St., New York, N. Y. 10036.

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
There are two courses
open when business is
bad. You can tempt
customers by paring
prices for safe merchandise that has already proven itself. Or you can go
out on a limb with
something sensational.
Both approaches were
evident at the recent
April furniture market in
North Carolina. Reeling
from the effects of
several years of curtailed
demand for their products due to unemployment and diminished
housing starts, and the
closing of scores of r
tail stores and manufacturing plants, the survivors who gathered in
High Point and nearby
points largely were a
gloomy lot.
In recognition of prior
poor sales, diminished
retailer attendance and
smaller budgets among
those who were present,
many manufacturers
limited new items.
Those catering to the
affluent appeared least
affected by hard times.
Not surprisingly, the
newsiest product introductions came from
such manufacturers.
The most exciting new
development was not a
new product, but a new
market building. Unlike
other buildings which are
frequented by buyers only a few weeks out of the
year, the new market.
Square building's
showrooms will remain
open year-round to serve
designers and their
clients. The building, a
recycled old furniture
factory, provides a setting of brick walls, high
ceilings, huge windows
and polished wood floors.
Against such a backdrop,
the furniture and accessories gleam like

FREE...36 PAGE "Ethan Allen"Spring 1982 Catalog
...Come In 8 Get Your Copy While They Last!

(YOUlf,„110ME)
Special Spring Savings On Selected Values
orating Ideas For A Beautiful Home
New Ethan Allen Styles With That Great Country Look
10 Ways Ethan Allen's Service,Beauty and Quality Mean ITALIMPIIiif

1973 Novo 2 Door
V8, P.S., P.B., A.C. - 46,000 Miles- Extra Nice

WAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLE
641 S.
53-2617

Murray

jewels in a masterly setting.
Market Square, only
partially full now, is
North Carolina's first
design center. It
represents furniture
land's first attempt to
come to grips with the increasing amounts of furniture being bought
through designers.
The opening of the
center is significant. The
industry has recently
been debating the
wisdom of opening to the
public its beautifully
designed showrooms,
many of which represent
the state of the art when it
comes to home furnishings display.
So far, such debates
have always ended in a
decision not to open the
showrooms. But Market
Square's success might
change some minds on
the subject. Does the
smaller number of new
offerings mean that there
will be nothing exciting to
see when the furniture
shown to retailers at
market becomes
available to consumers
next fall?
Of course not. A walk
through the giant complex yielded enough
beautiful new items to
give anyone susceptible a
serious case of what one
editor referred to as "the
•
wants."
In wood furniture, 18thcentury English -aitti
American styles authentjcally rendered_
mahogany and cherry
wood were , widely
displayed. Many of these
collections were introduced last October and are
now appearing in retail
stores.
Also continuing an important new direction
from October Were - a
number of light wood —
mostly scrubbed pine —
collections of country furniture. These groups,
many based on rustic antiques, have just started
to appear in retail stores.
More in evidence at this
market were oriental and
Frenchinspired furniture
collections. Most of the
oriental styles are based
on Chinese elements. But
Shoji, by Bernhardt Furniture Co. of Lenoir, N.C.,
owes its design inspiration to Japanese architecture.
A painted Louis XVI
bedroom by Biker Furniture, Grand Rapids,
Mich., suggests a new
direction in wood furniture. Painted finishes
are somewhat out of
favor. But, like Shoji, the
decorated yet not too ornate furniture appeared
to meet what designer
John Mascheroni described as "a need for
tastefully-applied
decorative detailing.".
In upholstered furniture, contemporary
styles dominated.
Alessandro's new sofa
and chaise designs for
Selig Manufacturing Co.
of Leominster, Mass.,
represent a new direction
in highly styled silhouettes formerly available only through interior
designers.

When you're ready
for quality,
YOU'RE READY FOR

DELUXE 21-INCH
MOWERS
Three models — pushtype, self-propelled;
and electric-start selfpropelled. Push-type
has 3.1/2-tip engine,
self-propelleds have
4-hp engines and
rear-wheel gear drive.
Optional 2/
1
2-bushel
rear bagger
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Reagan,officials urge compromise of provisions of voting act
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Reagan and a
broad cross section of
conservatives and
liberals on the Senate
Judiciary Committee are
urging quick enactment
of a compromise extension of key provisions of
the 1965 Voting Rights
Act.
The agreement virtually guarantees that the
Senate will renew important sections of the
statute by summer. The

House has already passed
a version with many of
the basic provisions contained in the compromise. Extension of the
law is the major priority
of civil rights organizations this year.
A single version of the
extension now has the
backing of Reagan,
liberals like Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy, D-Mass.,
and such Republican conservatives .as Charles
Grassley of Iowa, plus all

the major civil rights
groups, including the
NAACP.
Supporters predicted
the compromise agreed
upon Monday may attract as many as 70 votes
in the Senate, enough to
cut off an anticipated
filibuster.
T,he voting rights
measure — renewed
twice before — is generally praised as the most effective of the civil rights
statutes approved during

the 1960s. Civil rights advocates say its provisions
have resulted in more
than 1 million blacks being registered to vote.
Nonetheless, supporters of a tough extension say there are still
deliberate efforts to
dilute minority voting
power, mainly through
the way jurisdictional
lines are drawn through
heavily-black or minority
neighborhoods.
The judiciary commit-

tee, headed by conservative Republican Strom
Thurmond of South
Carolina, was scheduled
to begin voting on the
critical civil rights
measure today.
Although Thurmond remains publicly opposed to
the compromise, 13
members of the judiciary
panel, including five
Republicans, agreed to it
Monday.
The compromise was
mainly the work of

Republican Sen. Bob Dole
of Kansas.
It would prohibit state
and local officials from
using any voting practice
or procedure that results
in discrimination against
blacks and other
minorities.
Such a "results test"
provision is easier to prove than the standard in
effect since a 1980
Supreme Court decision
that held the law is

violated only when state
or local officials consciously intended to
discriminate.
But the compromise
also says that when
discrimination is found in
a local or state voting
jurisdiction, minorities
have no automatic right
to political representation in proportion to their
numbers in the population.

that a judge consider the
"totality of circumstances" and not just
specific election results
before finding that local
viiting laws were
discriminatory.

It would extend for 25
years the requirement for
certain jurisdictions with
a history of voting
discrimination to get ad- .
vance approval from the
Justice Department for
And it would require election law changes.

Hours:9-9 Mon.-Sat. 12-6 Sun.
Location: Bel Air Shopping Center

Bel Air
Shopping Center
Location ONLY!

DISCOUNT WILL BE GIVEN
AT CASH REGISTERS

Hurry,
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THE ACES®

Preschool music classes set

BOBBY WOLFF

Two local music
teachers, Amy Jarman,
and Cynthia Scribner,
will offer summer
preschool music classes
to begin May 25 at the
First Presbyterian
Church, 1601 Main Street.
The classes are entitled
"Music Explorers", and
are open to those children
age 4 by June 1, 1982,
through children entering
first grade in September,
1982.
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43 Baker's
she often chided Yale
product
45 Haul
University students for
47 Heaped
to sneak phony lettrying
50 Siberian river
ters past her.
52 Verve
53 Shade tree
A joint investigation by
56 Simple'
The Associated Press and
58 Asian land
the Pontiac (III.) Daily
60 Digraph
61 Remained at
Leader found that from
ease
April 1981 to April 1982
63 Avoided
there were 33 clearly
65 Inclines
66 Scale note
identifiable examples of
67 Anger
items that had appeared
in Miss Landers' daily
DOWN
1 mine
column in late 1966 and
entrance
early 1967.
2 Singer Horne

CLASSES PLANNED — Cynthia Scribner, left,
and Amy Jarman will be teachers for summer
preschool music classes at First Presbyterian
Church.

Bridge column author dies at age 60

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Wolff's byline will appear
on columns.
"Ira Corn was a great
bridge writer and a fine
man. We are deeply saddened by his loss. Ira's
memorial will be the continuation of the column
and the championship
bridge team that he
built," said David Hendin, vice president and
editorial director of UFS.
"Bobby Wolff is Ira's
hand-picked successor."
Wolff, a life master at
22, has more than 30
years if tournament play
to his credit. He has won 5
world championships and
is the only player in world
championship competition to win titles in 3 different categories: the
Bermuda Bowl, the
World Mixed team. and
the World Open. His was
the only American pair
ever to win the World
Open.

Nationally Wolff has
won every major team
championship at last
twice. Currently the Aces
team plays in every national championship.
Wolff and his partner
Bob Hamman were
recently cited by Alan
Truscot of The New York
Times as "the world's
best partnership."
In addition to his active
tournament play, Bobby
Wolff is on the staff of
Bridge World Magazine
and is a regular panelist
on 3 international bridge
publications, English
Bridge Magazine, International Popular Bridge
and Australian Bridge
Magazine. He serves on
the National Board of
Directors of the
American Contract
Bridge League, which
organizes all tournament
play in the U.S.
Wolff, 49, lives in
Dallas.

Classes will explore
what music is made of, in
an attempt to discover
the basic elements of
music; melody, harmony, rhythm,form, and
expressive qualities such
as tempo and dynamics.
Three separate sessions
are being planned.
On the registration day,
session! will be enrolled,
and a non-refundable tuition fee of $15.00 will be
collected. Reservations
will be accepted for sessions II and III, with tuition collected at a later

date.
One session is made up
of 6 one-hour classes on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
and Thursdays. Session I
has been set for May 25-27
and June 1-3. Session II
would be June 15-17 and
22-24. Session III, August
3-5 and 10-12. Classes are
scheduled for 9:00-10:00
a.m., 10:15-11:15 a.m.,
and 11:30-12:30 p.m. The
9:00 a.m. class is for 4
year olds only. Class size
is set at 10-15 students.
All sessions will follow
the guidelines of exploration and introductorylevel experiences, but
each session will contain
new material to reach
these goals. Therefore,
parents are encouraged
to enroll their child in
more than one session, if
desired. The registration
date is Saturday, May 8,
from 1 to 4 p.m. at the
First Presbyterian
Church.
Parents who are unable
to register at this time
may register by phoning

humanely speaking

Kindness observed

needy animals. Our
By The Humane
members are active in
Calloway
of
Society
the Red Cross, Boy
County
Sometimes I think "Be Scouts, Rotary, Lions,
Kind to Animals Week" Rescue Squad, Civic
ought simply to be named Music Association,
"Be Kind Week." Kind- Women's Club (to name a
ness, like liberty, is in- few), and, of course, the
'divisible. It is considera- Humane Society. We care
tion for the feelings and about all living things and
needs of other beings, the quality of their lives.
But if the "reign of
whether they are animals
,anerthe - ltindners" isto come-int&
or human beingswillingness to do things its own,no civic organizathe other's -welfare tion or group of organizafor
don't think the reader _
tions can practiCe kindcares. The important and happiness.
ness for the community.
studied
have
who
Those
thing is to get the inEveryone- — each inanimal
of
subjects
the
formation out,"she said.
dividual — must make his
"I feel if I get the ad- abuse and child abuse own commitment to the
two
the
that
agree
to
tend
vice out in a way that is
cause of kindness, giving useful or powerful, then I are closely related. An in- consideration to the
cruel
be
will
who
dividual
think the technique
to an animal will pro- needs and happiness of
doesn't matter."
others whether they are
In. a statement issued bably also be cruel to from the human or the
individual
an
humans;
later Monday, she said it
animal kingdom. It must
had not occurred to her who will be cruel to be an active commitprobably
will
humans
that using recycled
ment. Remember that
material would be con- also be cruel to animals.
Humane
American
The
sidered deceptive. She
said she would stop reus- Association, which
ing old letters immediate- started the annual
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
celebration Of Be Kind to
ly.
— Tennessee Valley
(AP)
"My credibility is all I Animals Week 63 years
directors
Authority
oldest
(it
the
is
ago
have and I would never
be asked
will
Wednesday
have)
we
"week"
to
anything
knowingly do
in
million
$1.3
approve
to
connecthis
recognized
damage it," said Miss
equiptechnical
highly
ago
years
hundred
a
tion
Landers, whose symthat will
pathetic personal advice by becoming actively in- ment
read the
automatically
introducing
in
volved
column has been synat TVA nuclear
weather
legislation,
labor
child
years.
26
for
dicated
establishing juvenile plants.
Steve Jehorek, presi- courts, and preventing
The board, which
dent and chief executive child abuse. It continues meets at TVA's Knoxville
officer of Field to be heavily involved in headquarters, also plans
Newspaper Syndicate, those programs elite at- to consider sale of $300
distributor of the column, tempting at the same million in 30-year bonds
said Monday columns in time to secure humane to help pay for constructhe hands of subscribing threatment for animals tion of TVA's nuclear
newspapers would be as well.
plants. The sale would
reviewed for recycled
Our local humane leave the federal utility's
material and substitute society, too, pursues pro- outstanding debt at just
columns provided if grams beneficial to under $13.700 billion.
necessary.
Also on, the board's
humans and animals
Jehorek said the syn- alike, teaching kindness agenda is a $100,000 condicate's editors were not through its programs in tract with a New Jersey
aware of the practice and the schools, seeking to firm to analyze tubing in
that if they had known improve the health otthe eight Westinghouse
would have advised Miss community through con- steam generators at the
Landers against using old trol of animal problems, Watts Bar nuclear plant.
items without clearly and providing for the
Weather readings
labeling them as repeats. needs of homeless and won't be the only thing

Columnist to stop recycling letters
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Eeitor.....:af the more
than 1,000 newspapers
worldwide who buy her
column and her
estimated 70 million
readers were not told she
was recycling previously
published letters,
sometimes using only
slight changes in wording
and details like names
and ages.
In an interview Monday
with an AP reporter and
assistant publisher
James Pearre of the Daily Leader, Miss Landers
was shown 12 examples
and acknowledged letters
had been recycled. She
said. the practice was
rare in her column and
that she didn't think it
"extraordinary or unsual."
"I think people read my
column for advice,
guidance, amusement...!

3 And, in old

Don't b b-o-rn- so Soon,

Mrs. Jarman at 753-9359
or Mrs. Scribner at 7535439, through Sunday
evening, May 9. Other arrangements will be made
for collecting tuition of
phone registrants.
Both instructors are independent music
teachers in Murray.
Mrs. Jarman, who has
a Bachelor of Arts
Degree in Music from the
University of Evansville,
Ind., teaches voice and
piano. She is director of
music at First
Presbyterian, where she
directs the adult choir
and children's activities.
Mrs. Scribner has the
bachelor of Music Education Degree from Murray
State University, and the
Master of Music Degree
from Southern Methodist
University in Dallas,
Texas. She is a former
music teacher for the
Murray Preschool Co-op.
She is the organist and
pianist at First
Presbyterian, and is currently teaching piano.

the Good Samaritan not
only entertained kind
thoughts and wishes for
the victim. He crossed
the road to help him. Kind
thoughts in themselves
accomplish little. Each of
us must take a stand for
kindness and work for it.
As one thoughful writer
rice put it, "Not to be atlively kind is to be cruel." .
__The annual gelebratioa,
of kindness to animals is
a good time to resolve to
give consideration to all
other living beings —
throughout the year.
The Animal Shelter,
located at 105 E.
Sycamore, is open 8-5
Mon.-Fri; 10-4 Sat., and
12-4 Sub. Telephone 7594141. The Society's address is P.O. Box 764,
Murray,Kentucky 42071.

Directors to consider purchase
the communications
system, would perform,
spokesman Carl
Crawford said Monday.
Right now, radiological
as well as weather
readings are taken
manually at TVA's
Browns Ferry nuclear
plant near Athens, Ala.,
and at Sequoyah nuclear
plant near Chattanooga,
Crawford said.
"What this does is
automate the process, so
that no human is needed
to do it," he said. "We
feel this will give us additional data in a more
foolproof manner."
The communications
system would be hooked
up to TVA's Central
Emergency Control
Center in Chattanooga,
which the agency was
given approval to set up
by the Nuclear
Regualtory Commission.

'filli11/116;i
2. Notice
100's of Direct rubies,
pearls, emeralds, and
even diamonds are
switching to a more
reliable and realistic
business. For informa
tion call 797 8733.
64EY, AL.EXANDER THI
WHOLE GANGS GOING
ROLLER SKATING

CON AND GO WIT1-1
US...WE'LL HAVE
LOTS Og LAUGHS
<

1 /2 Price
Sale
by erm pair of boots
it ropier price pt
the snood pair at half
price. Dress beets,
work beets and side
Raul Rogers jests,
westera shirts, and
western dress slacks.
by elm pair at
regular price sad get
He mead item at
half price.

Vernon's
cormric Mole
753-7113
Open 9-9

2. Notice
you need someone courteous
dependable and
reasonable to
mow your lawn
this summer?
73
Do

SPECIAL

2. Notice

NOTICE
Business Hours
for the Murray
Ledger & Times
are 8 a.m. - 5
p.m. Monday
through Friday;
Saturday 8- 1 2.

14 Kt. Gold
Earrings ;9.95
Large assortment of
Geld dipped leaf
pendia,s and shoNs.
36 different styles.
3 for $9.95

GOLD Si
SILVER
Wholesale
Jewelers Inc.

.

Olympic Plan
753-7113
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

ARTICLES
FOR SALE
2 oak tables. 2 oak dressers.
oak sewing machine, 4 ladder back chairs, grandfather clock, oak time clock,
old water cooler, railroad
desk. oak Mack bookcase.
Mahogany VIctrola, oak hell
tree, wicker baby carriage,
oak wash stand,3 trunks, tin
front pie safe, glass front pie
safe, Iota of primitive pieces
and glassware

MAIN STREET
HOU‘EMurray,

602 Mole Street •
ly. 5:1011th 5:110 Moe. tker
H. 1:00 to S:110110.

2. Notice
Don't delay • cell us today
•
INfor your family's color
setting appointment.

IS

CARTER STUDIO
300 Main 753 8298

Two women will share
2
1
nice 3 bedroom house /
block from campus.
Available mid to late
May. Call Rebekah
after 5p.m. 753 6577.
Wanted: All old. feather
beds needed!. Age or
condition is unimpor
tant! Honest cash
buyer. Box 691, New
Albany, In. 17150
Directions Phone

Shirley Florist
and
Gorden Center
SOO N. 4th St.
array, Kentucky
Phone 753-3251
8-5 Mon.Sat.

"
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2. Notice
George Beard original
Willow Furniture
builder back in town
Formaly located Hwy
94 East. House of
Willow can be reached
now at 436 2437 awytime
after 6p.m. Our prices
are the same as before,
some pieces even re
duced in price.
LETS GO FISHING
Now open Rex's Aait
and Tackle Hwy
732 Irvin Cobb Road. 5
miles off 94 East. Red
worms and night
crawlers, (fresh from
bed to box) rods, and
reels, minnow buckets,
croppie rigs, floats,
hooks, sinkers, 'and lots
of other bait related
items. Also novelties.
Open every day your
business always
appreciated.

For Sale by owner that
has been used as a 6 bay
car wash
Concrete
block building with
paved parking area,
with all utilities. Can be
used for other
businesses Located at
3rd and Sycamore Sts.
corner lot Murray, Ky.
Owner will consider
financing. Phone
Paducah I 502 554 5543
OWN YOUR OWN
SPORTSWEAR &
FASHION SHOP! Ex
citing profitable oppor
tunity available in
Murray area.
PRESTIGE FASHION
offers MORE for your
investment. Call 1 214
937 9876.

13. For Sale or Trade

5. Lost and Found

For sale or trade es
tablished business in
Lost: Diamond pendant good location. Price
at hospital on April 29. negotiable. Any reReward offered. 753- asonable offer con
5131 Ext. 330 or 753-0483.
sidered. Owner financ
ing available. Call 7534109 after 5p.m.
LOST

Sometime hi April Gold
colored charm
bracolot sentienental
vale*. Reward.

14. Want to Buy

Diesel
Excellent con trailer furnished with
dition Call 492 8566 or washer and dryer Ow
1_519254 •
ner financing Coleman
Manure Spreader and Real Estate 753 9898
front end loader for
Ford tractor Call 416 28. Mobile Home Rentals
2204
Trailers for rent Dill's
Metal trusses and bar Trailer Court
iOists 21 and 30ft Call Two bedroom furnished
753 5181
or unfurnished
New
furniture and carpet,
22. Musical
central air
Rent $85
$150 Shady Oaks 753
5209
Two bedroom all elec
PIANO
tric 12x50 mobile home.
FOR SALE
Fully furnished, located
1 Li miles east of
Wastel: Paspasille party
to assmie small madly Murray on private lot.
rent, $100. deposit.
pymests es spimUceesole $120.
753 9829.
pion. Coe 1 sete locally.
Two bedroom fur
Write: (isclede shim flushed, with air con
umber) Credit Masager, ditioners. Water and
P.O. Box.521, Betkemeyer, trash pickup furnished.
Coleman Real Estate
It 62219.
753 9898,

30. Business Rentals
Want to rent pasture for
horse and calves. Call
436 2997

REPOSSESSED
ORGAN
One half already paid
balance due or monthly payments.

Polaroid camera for
CLAYTON'S
black and white film.
Call 753 6505 after
753-7575
4:30p.m.
436-2148
Want to buy horse or
pony. 436 2994 or 762
6. Help Wanted
4294.
CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Part or full time work Want to buy good Kenwood, Marantz,
from home, processing out board motor. Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Professional installation.
Preferably 10hp to 18hp
mail or typing, ex
Sunset Boulevard Music
perience unnecessary, Call 436-2427.
Dixieland Center
excellent income
15. Articles for Sale
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
potentials. For information send stam- Tillers 5hp Briggs and 23.
Exterminating
ped, self-addressed en- Straton engine chain
velope to: Betty drive. $269.99 Wallen
Orlowski 6467 S. 27th St. Hardware Paris.
Franklin, Wisconsin
53132.
16. Home Furnishings
_Re gio nal,„Cpscln a t o r Antique maple .desk.
Kentucky Task Porce 753 8615.
on hunger, state wide
'anti hunger coalition,. Carraway over bought
For termites,
doing training,, techni- 'on bedding our loss is
gain.
savyour
Drastic
roaches, ants,
cal assistance, organiz
ing and advocasey in ing May 1 15, also save
any pests.
on
all
home
furnishings.
federal food program.
Staff position open ap Carraway Furniture 105
plication deadline May N. 3rd. 753 1502..
12th. Send resume to•TDO Frigadaire Dishwasher
Box 11852 Lexinsgton, butcher block top. Call
Ky. 40578. An Equal 753 6392.
Opportunity Employer.
Reliable and dependa ,Furniture for Sale All in
ble nOn'sMoker, middle excellent condition.
age building mainten Couch multi toned
ance repair man. Must brown stripped $250.,
work alone w-i-thotf couch beige, green and
supervision. Painting, off white stripped $200.,
roofing, and carpeting bed cherry, standard
experience necessary. size with mattress and
-Celt 153-3018.
springs $250., desk - i Phone
753-3914
Secretary with current maple with dark finish,
$150.,
GE
drawers
4
shorthand and typing. 2
24. Miscellaneous
years experience. Ac- Refrigere
torfreezer side by side
tion Personnel 7516532.
10 HP riding lawn
automatic ice,
Wanted: Sales people with
dispen- mower, 36 inch
water-ice
front
opportunity in the
oak cut,electric start.
growing field of com- ser $600., bar solid
Sears. $600. Four
247-5516.
$375.
with
light
puters. Ben Wat Corchrome 15 inch wheels
Walnut
jelly
covered
poration is seeking a
fits Ford or Dodge
few professional sales chest 2 door, 2 small bolt pattern. Call
people to sell the Xerox drawer. Call 753 8378 759 1465.
820 plus other computer after 4p.m.
Marine battery power
systems. Please send
pack 27 series 105 amp.
resume to PO Box 519 17. Vacuum Cleaners
$59.99 exchange. Lawn
Benton, Ill. 62812 or call
mower battery 12 volt
618-439-4677.
$24.99 exchange. Snap
Wanted: hand craft
per mower blades 25in.,
items on consignment
26in., 28in., 30in., or
for new Kentucky craft
33in. $5.99. Wallen
shop in Aurora, Ky.
Hardware-Paris.
Excellent location. 174Sunny Acres Nursery.
2790.
Garden bedding and
Wanted: someone to
house plants, 901
keep an infant and do
Johnny Robinson Road.
light house work in our
Call 753 3619.
home. Send references
Two gas heaters, 1 large
and resume to PO Box
and 1 small. 1 single
1040H Murray, Ky.
bed, springs and mat
42071.
tress. Reasonable. Call
492 8110.
Under New
9. Situation Wanted
Two window air conM.noaement
Will brake and disc
ditioners, 17000 BTU,
gardens. Call 753 5463 or
$175. 15000 BTU $150
753-0144.
Both 78220. 1704 Green
19. Farm Equipment
brier. Call 753 4981.
Will play the flute at
weddings.. Private flute TRACTOR TIRES New Used riding lawn
lessons also available. and Used Kough mowers. See Keith at
Equipment. 382 2207.
436-2206.
Stokes Tractor and
Implement. 753 1319.

STATE WIDE
PEST
CONTROL

753-7794

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

Factory Sales
and Service
500 Maple St.
759-4801

1 HORNRUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Lows& Mi.'s Shoos Shined 75' Pr,

Dimond Earring
SPECIAL
$29.00-$39.00 Compare at 650.00 to
$100.00
Leo's Immediate
Jewelry Repair
404N. 126
753-9899

Boots 61.00 pr.
225 L.P. Millet St. Ikries Fen Calor ..rf Cooly)
Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
Open Hoare Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
7:30-2130-753-3685

32. Apts. For Rent
Duplex near college. 2
bedroom, large deck
patio, central heat and
air. Call after . 5p.m.
753-6699.
Extra nice 1 bedroom
furnished apartment. 1
/
1
2 block from Univers
ity. Open now. Call
7
,53-2967 after 5p.m.
Furnished apartments,
1 or 2 bedroom. Also
sleeping rooms. I im
Merman Apts. S. - 16th.
St. 753 6609.
HILLDALE APART
MENTS HARDIN, KY.
Now taking applications
on side for Section 8,
rent-subsidized apart
ments. 1, 2, & 3 bedrooms. Apply Hilldale
Apartments, Hardin,
Ky or dial 502 437 4113.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
Nice duplex 2 be
dr-0-0-ms, washer and
dryeie hookup, and ap
pliances. Call 753-3343.

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x52 2 bedroom mobile
home in excellent con
dition. Large storage
building, awning, carport. Situated in Fox
Meadows. Call 753 9429
.or after 4p.m. 753-1905.
1974 Village mobile
home 12x60. 3 bedroom,
all electric. 753-5167 or
753 7649.
Here is' your opportun
ity to move into a very
nice well kept corn
pletely 4-uraistved.--14x7.0
mobile home on a
.100x253 lot with outside
storage and many , fruit
trees- Owner will ass
ist you with financing.
753 1492 at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors

Two bedroom located in Panorama
Shores. Glassed in deck overlooking lake.
This is a year round home ready to move
into.

$hroat Waldrop_
Realty
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Days 759-1707 Nights 753-7249
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Mow Leas*

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
1, 25 3 bedroom nits from
$165.01 per me. Hasdicapped cut. Newly contacted
cestral heat ael air,
carpeted, Mho appliances. Office Hours Mos.Fri. 9:0012:00 Now
lertInvesd Dr.
Murray' Ky.
502-159-4114
foul Koss* Thrportnity
Nice inexpensive I be
droom apartment low
utilities. 753 3949.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments for rent
Call 753-3530 The
Embassy Apts.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near down
town Murray. 753-4109
or 436-2841.
Small, partly furnished
2 bedroom apartment.
Near campus. Water
paid. $105. 189-2241.
Two Bedroom Town
House Apartment,
range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal,
washer dryer hookup,
central heat and air.
Call 753-7550 or 753-7579.
Two bedroom un
furnished apartment S.
8th near hospital. 2
bedroom partially fur
nished apartment and 1
bedroom furnished
apartment near down
town. Adults only, lease
and deposit required.
Call 753 9208 after 4p.m.

26. TV-Radio
Color 25 inch TV, Only
25.00 per month.
Now warranty.
CLAYTON'S
753-7575

all
appliani es
Call /53
8146 days or 753 241/
evenings.
Two nice apartments
I 2 bedroom and I 1
bedroom furnished. Air
conditioned, near the
lake 10 miles south on
121 Couples or singles
only. No pets. Lease and
deposit required. 436
5401

Who said big is

33. Rooms for Rent
Summer school private
rooms for men students
Furnished, kitchen
facility, centr,a1 air, 1
block from campus
$175. for summer ses
sion plus $35. security
deposit. 1626 Hamilton
753 1342.

34. Houses for Rent
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give it a personal

touch. Call Bob
Haley at 7534000 or 4892266.

44-o
ateM110

753-1222
tiom uin r
mil
u
Excellent starter
home with right
price. Economical
living close to
town, nice
neighborhood. Only $23,500. KOPPERUD REALTY.
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1982 Chevrolet
Cejebrity, 4 door
sedan 3,000 miles.
New Car Warranty.

Purdoms
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac

Shroat Waldrop
Realty

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Days 759-1707 Nights 753-7249

Duane's Place.

•.

'4-4,-,,

better? Are you
tired of having
your property lost
in a backlog of
LISTING? Bring it
to BUG and let us

O. Used Cars

_
Co ntry Quiet C;TY 1969 Pontiac LeMans
Clolse Enjoy private Runs good also good
cou try Torino on a two shape Best offer 436
acre, free shaded lot 5519
With p d Cozy country 19/2 Chevy
Impala, 2
home I turing 3 bed
door 57000 miles, new
room, fa ly room ond paint, good
condition,
rec room -Priced in the $700 Call /59 1465
30's and located near
Fisher Price
Owner 1912 Chevy Caprice
financing available to $398 Runs good, good
qualified buyer Phone body, good tires 753
us now 753 1/92 Cen 8577
fury 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors

Duplex 2 bedroom cen
tral heat and air. Kit
chen appliances fur
slushed. Coleman Real
1406W. Main
Estate 753 9898.
753-5315
One bedroom, furnished
house at Coldwater. One
KY. DEVELOPMENT
or two people. $65 per
S
U
B
D.
month plus deposit.
We've just listed 19 1974 Dodge Dart Swin
Water furnished. Call
adjoining lake lots in ger. 225 slant 6, power
489-2267.
KY. Development steering, AM FM 8
Three bedroom, 1 h/7
Subd.,
5 acres more or track stereo, 48,000
Village 641 North
original miles, -good
bath, large. kitchen,
less,
mostly
wooded,
Murray, Ky.
fireplace with wood
approximately I/7 mile condition. Mutt sell
burning -insert, large
from water. Check this 51100.767 4062.
garage, nice house. Call
today.. 753 - 1222 1975 Chevrolet 'Monza.
after 5p.m. 753 0900.
Do you hear knocking? KOPPERUD REALTY.
Excellent condition.
Three bedroom house It's opportunity at your OWNER FINANCING Will trade. $1550. 1803
for rent with well. door... a business and on lake property. Over 1 College Farm Road.
Private location. 345 living quarters ideally acreson canal with 1975 Ford Elite, 2 door,
located for walk in
2205.
new paint, good condi
traffic from MSU. Calf direct lake access. This
tion, $1550. Call 759 1465.
Three bedroom 1 bath
home
is
built
with
top
Judy at 753 1492 Cen
near East Elementary
material.
quality
fury 21 Loretta Jobs
School on Hwy 280. $250.
Featuring Anderson 50. Used Trucks
'Realtors.
a month. S200. deposit.
picture windows, re 1968 Ford pickup. 390
References required.
dwood deck surrounds automatic with minor
Purdom & Thurman
753 7852 after 6p.m.
house on 3 sides, repair. 474 2342.
Insurance
fireplace with heatala- Excellent
Two bedroom furnished
1973 Ford 1
tor in living room and
home near MSU. 1,150
Real Estate
tort flat bed dump truck
_wood__-_stove,
in.
family
rent-$100.---ll*Pgsli- -.253
Sontbsiele-Covrt-Srp- room. Make your utility wi-tfr
Contact
9829
Howard Brandon B &
Murray, Kentucky
bills minimal. This
Two or 3 bedroom hOuse
Brokers,loc. 753 4349,
barely lived in home
753.4451
in. Murray. Newly de
MU5T 13-g SEEN. Fan- 51. Campers
corated. Stove and re
frigerator furnished. Duplex one side has 3 tastically arranged
29ft. Air Stream camper
Call 753 7862 or 753 2557 bedrooms, 1 bath, one owner financing. Call
Spann Realty As- loaded with extras. Also
at night.
side 2 bedrooms, 1 bath.
sociates for your ap- a new 500 Custom
Rents for S425.00month.
Honda loaded with ex
pointment. 753-7724.
36. For Rent or Lease
Large patio, storage
tras. 7-59 1703.
building,
some
ap
For rent or lease .fur
Beechwood Motor
fished ,3 bedroom brick. pliances included. Mid 44. Lots for Sale
Home completely self
1 1.2 block off campus. 550's. KOPPERUD One lake lot on REA contained. Call 437 4749.
REALTY - 753 1222.
362 4425.
power and water line.
One bedroom u_n
Good roads. 53500., 10 .52. Boats-Motors
furnished apartment on
down and 5 14ft.
Boat and motor.
Strout. percent
Main Street near
years to pay. Call
492-8265.
Realty
Hospital S 145mant h
_
436
14ft. V bottom boat.
Deposit required.
15hp Evinrude motor
46. Homesfor Sale
5 bedroom home: 2
Office
Coast
to
Coast
and trailer. $500.. Call
blocks from campus
Affordable 3 year old after 5p.m. 753 9248.
Boyers how Everywhere
S250month. Ideal for
bedroom
home.
1400
two
Reliable Service Since 1900
S tudents.
1974 18ft Arrow Glass
sq ft, includes garage,
1912 Coldwater Read
4 bedroom country
165 Mercruiser 6 cylinfenappliances,
built-in
Murray,',Newby 42071
home. 5250month. De
der motor. lnout board,
yard.
Assume
ced in
(502) 753-0186
,stern drive, power trim,
posit required.
'loan. Cali Owner 753Anytime
Call Spann Realty As
walk through wind-8469 or Shroat Waldrop
JOE I. KENNON
shield. Assume present
sociates, 753 7724.
759 1707.
loan of $168. per month
Broker
Four bedroom house or purchase for $4200.
37. Livestock-Supplies
Licensed Bonded
With plenty of closet Days 753-5273, nights
Performance tested le,
space. The house sits on 4-36 2367.
2, 3.4, 78 Simmental and
1 1'7 acres with new
If
YOU'RE
planning
on
1980 25ft. MacGregor
Maine Anjou. Service
storage building and
selling
your
farm
let
us
Sailboat fully equipped.
age bulls, only, top
just 2 miles from town.
explain
how
we
can
489 2711.
performance bulls from
For appointment call
our 800 cows. All bulls provide national adver
Fully equipped 1970
753
8563.
health tested and tising and potential
13x44 steel bottom
home
summer
buyers through the Ky. Lake
guaranteed. Broadbent
house,
boat. Sleeps 8, 85
Marina
by the beach.
Farms Cadiz, Ky. 42211. AMERICAN FARM &
Johnson outboard mo
DIG- and the fish. 2 bedroom,
INVESTMENT
Days 502 235 5182.
tor. Recently painted.
EST marketing system. furnished. Owner
Asking $10,000, Call
Exclusively offered by financing. 516,500. 50238. Pets-Supplies
753-0546.
SPANN REALTY AS- 924 5646.
Vagabond Sailboats:
Free kittens. 759 1893.
SOCIATES. 753 7721
Owner will help you buy Vagabond 14, Holder 20,
his house. He will assist dealer 1554 Oxford Dr.
you with your down Murray, Ky, 7,53 1326,
payment. Your fall' lady
will agree that this is a 53. Services Offered
honeymoon dream
home...squeaky clean, AIR CONDITIONERS
beautifully landscaped, and appliances ser3 4- bedroom homby%ith viced. Freezers,
2 baths, wood stove in washers, dryers, and
the cozy den. Be a proud refrigerators. All
home investor. 753 1492 brands. 759 1322.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
Two bedroom house full Alumina
Sertic4 Co.
basement, garden spot. alemima all
rimy' Olio',
$12,500. Call 753-2737
ceslem !rim curb.
after 2p.m.
Two bedroom located on College Farm
Two bedroom modern leforekes. Call Will Ed
cottage and lot near laifey, 153-1611.
Road. Central gas heat, garage and carKentucky Lake, year
port,full basement.
round. 4 years old.
$12,000. 1-502 436-5439.
APPLIANCE
Year-round home,
SERVICE
Kenmore,
bedroom,
3
wooded lot,
Westinghouse,
2 baths, 1 car garage,
Whirlpool. 20 years
spacious living dining
experience. Parts and
room cathedral ceiling,
service. Bobby Hopper
glassed wall for lovely
Bob's App Ii
lakeview. Electric wall
Service 202 S. 5th
heat, central air, ance
7 5 3 4 8 7 2 ,
(basement level has St.
753 8886(home).
bedroom, bath in
complete). Large deck,
screened A bargain, at
$36,500. KOPPERUD
REALTY 753 1222.
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43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

HIS BOOK 47. Motorcycles
CATARACTS AND THEIR TREATMENT by Joe W. Morgan, DO., paris opthalmologist has been widely acclaimed as the best available
1975 Honda 400CC 4
cylinder, 5000 miles.
book on the subject.
$950. Call 753 4614 or
SOME REVIEW COMMENTS
753 1326 after 5p.m.
"Dr. Morgans judgement is level-headed, and an aura of common
1977 Honda 750 K. Low
this
book."
sense permeates
mileage, good condi
F.C. Blodi, M.D.
tion, loaded. $1400. Call
Iowa City, Iowa
753 6855 after 6pm.
-1979 Yamaha 650
"Dr. Morgan's writing style makes this medical subject very easy
Special bags and wind
for anyone to understand."
shield. Call 753 7989,
J.R. Karickhoff, M.D.
Falls Church, VA
48. Auto Services
"Every aspect of cataracts and their tre-atment has been covered
1973 Buick 455 engine
well in this new book by Dr. Morgan."
and transmission $725
alSO. 1Pt Ford 6 cylinRobert C. Welch, M.D.
-WF-Vhg i
$175. and a
Medical Educator for Cataract Surgery '
Olds 350 transmission
Miami, Florida
S80. Call 753-1217.
This book is now available only in special edition, deluxe flora
Over 50 rebuilt auto
cover. It is available at the Paris Eye Clinic or The Tretisure House
matic transmissions in
stock. 20 _clay un•
in Paris, TN. The special edition is $10.95 plus tax. Mail orders
wor_rapfy;
occepteci,We wiU poy postgge on prepaid Plea nrcfrxec Get_
Reynolds tran -s
,
your copy now by moil or in person at:
missions Hwy 69 North •
Psis Eye Clair
The Tremor. Noose .
PariLTn.401 642 2572.
113 E. Wood St.
235 Tyson Ave.
Used Volkswagon parts,
tune up, break jobs,
Paris, TN 38242
Paris, TN 38242
rebuilt motors at
1 -901 -642-8383
1-901 -642- ,
435 4272.
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Aurora f ha Market
Hwy 68 Aurora
thinking about a yard
sale' Join us at the fain
grounds flea market
Open Fri , Sat , and
Sun To reserve a spot
phone 753 4669 or 753
9729

Realtors

Kelley'sControl]
Termit
& Pest

•

Public Sale

32, Apts. For Rent
27. Mobile Home Sales
10. Business Opportunity 19. Farm Equipment
Commercial Property International 656 two bedroom house Iwo bedroom duplex

3031:,

R001
PROBLEMS?

Need a second. opinion? Local
references. Coll Hugh
Outland. 759-1718 co
753-8076.

53. Services Offered
to,phalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears
For free es
ttmates call /53 2310
CARPET CLEANING,
Free Estimates
Satisfied references,
vibra Steam or Quick
Dry Cleaning
(Upholstery Cleaning)
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753 5827.
Concrete, block, brick.
21 years experience. No
lob to large or small.
Free estimates
Call
753 5476
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates. Days 474
2359, nights 474 2276.,
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate.

FREE ESTIMATES
On All Eloctricel,
Plumbing, Painting
and Will Pump Needs.
LiCORS1111. Ca 7530092 or 753-9673.
K & K STUMP REMO
VAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to, 24 inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 4354343 -or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
mower and small
engine repair, lamp
repair. R. L. Glover 262
Rivieratts. 753-0885.
Licensed electrician for
residential and commercial. Heating and
air condition, gas installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
MITCHELL PAVING
Company. Commercial,
residential. Seal coating
and striping. Small jobs
a specialty. Call 753
1537.

'4 •

4

mom
my
siding and Illumine
trim for oR houses.
stops painting.
Jack Glover
Need work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care.
753-8536.
Painting: Check our low
prices before you paint.
Robinson and Day.
753-5292 or 753-3716
evenings.
Repairs on all lawn
mowers, tillers, any
small motors. 1001 East
Glendale off of 12th St
753-4590.

FREE
ESTIMATES
on all Home Reppirs.
Special prices on pointing and roof repairs.
STAWSKI'S
HOME REPAIR
435-4323
We have in stock most
any type of electrica
motors from vacuum
cleaners to 100hp. Also
we are the local air
compressor repair ser
vice. We service anything electric. We
sp:ecialize in cleaning
air conditioners. Dill
Electric 753 9104.
Will plow and disk
gardens in Murray. Call
759-4107 after 4p.m. or
753 3197 anytime,
Will sharpen hand saws
and chain saws.
753 4656

55. Feed and Seed
ALFALFA FOR SALE
Missouri Delta grown.
Delivery or FOB
Merrell Farm PO Box
421 Hayti, Missouri
63851 314-359 0323 or
359 0633,

56. Free Column
Free to good home 1
male 1 year old cat.
762 4382

JC
Sheeting
Industrial
Commercial
Residential

Call 753-0329
After 5:00

-
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REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON

SAVE 25C

REVCO COUPON

SAVE 25C
Revco
Stork-Aid
Baby Oil

Revco
Sunscreen Lotion,:
Suntan Lotion Or s
Suntan Oil 8 tl oz •

SAVE SOC
NEW

Revco
Hydro
I , cortisone
Lotion

16t1 oz
Revco's low, everyday 111
discount price $1.55

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $1.99 ea. YOU PAY

•

$1 74

I

YOU PAY $1

ft

WITH THIS COUPON

I

cur tqp_r_ stb.w

LIMIT ONt
OUPt,t.
Otte. expees Sr'&02 at
Participating Revco slOreS onl

SAVE 10C

Revco
Calamine
Lotion

I Revco
Paper
I Napkins

8 fl oz
Revco's low, everyday
!
discount price 99e
•
! Revco's low, everyday
YOU PAY
O discount price 294
! YOU PAY

I

I

.

19c

I

WITH THIS COUPON I

•

1,411,cipal.ng Revco StOreS only

•
•

79

$130

ea.

SAVE 25C

HYDROCORTISONE
LOTION

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $2.29

REVCO COUPON

maim,

SKIN IRRITATIONS
ITCHING AND RASHES

I

YOU PAY

r

REVCO COUPON

I•
s
•MR OM OM MI NI NIOM

WITH THIS COUPON
LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Offer expires STI6T512 at
parlicrpatinh Revco stores only

,*
dB OM MI IP"

•
•Ile se

WITH THIS COUPON I
LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Otter expires StEr/82 at
participating Revco stores only

WITH THIS COUPON
OMIT ONE PER COUPON
Otter expires 5r1682 at
participating Revco stores only

•

m m no so mm ow se so se IP'

•sem an so es=so

m so No es= v.

RED HOT SUMMER SAVINGS
REVCO YOUR
PHOTOFINISHING
HEADQUARTERS
cSECOND

AMERICA'S LARGEST DRUG CHAIN

S PRINT

Revco
01 turnto
Bring your roll
two
order
loped and
to be deve
the roll.
on
shot
just
prints ot every
print will cost
The second
Be each.

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS

Save even more with Revco Brand
products. Revco Brand products contain
virtually the same fine ingredients as
nationally advertised brands, yet cost
up to 50°,0 less!

Faberge
Shampoos
Sift lima.-loiresOr Nocleic Acid 15 f L oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Shower
Mate

CHARCOAL
LIGHTER
1 1.141• I.,
\a ,
No MIMI

Sally Hansen
Nail Enamel
29

Asst shades$
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price 1ea

Aapri Apricot
Facial Scrub

743A";

4 oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Jr 1

$299

\••••0•
•••••••1
,

Savings
as great
as all
outdoors

Charcoal
Lighter Fluid

Salada Iced
Tea Mix

32 fl. oz.
Revco's tow, everyday
discount price

Realemon
Lemonade

With Lemon 32 oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

30 oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Extra-Strength Or Caffeine-Free

YOU PAY

$2.59 ea.

'far,
'ebate to,— s a'
pc.— Drscount D-rg :enter

,...
,

111
• ii

Qtips

Blue, Brown, Gold
or White
12 fl. oz.
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

2/FOR
$300

••'4:
••

$
149

French's
Mustard

Circus
Marshmallow
Peanuts
1. oz

16 oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

39c

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

79c

Dexatrim
Dexatrim Extra-Strength
20's
Revco's low.
everyday
discount price $3.59 ea.
Less $1.00
Mfr. Rebate —$1.00

••

Iced
Tea Tumbler

Paper Plates

Gold 16 oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

White 100's
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

29'

99'

Q-Tips
Vanity Pack

$5 REBATE OFFER

Monoject Insulin Syringes
1/2 cc or 1 cc
Pick up mail-in rebate forms at any
Revco Discount Drug Center

Ladies'
Knee Hi's
6 pair
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

99c
Shetland Air
Freshener

240's
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

2 speed
— Revco's low, everyday
discount price

li.
Pr..'

$1299

Tylenol
Extra Strength
Tablets Or
Capsules
Tablets 200's or Capsules 165's
Revco's low, $599
everyday
discount price
ea

GE. Portable
AM/FM Radio
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

$1899

Chinet Paper
Plates"Peer°s
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

$125

Revco reserves the right to limit quantities.

Revco's lower
prescription prices
can save you money.

Foam
C

ups ,o,s 8.5 oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Charcoal
Briquets

10 lb

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Arm &Hammer
Baking Soda,lb.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

33c

69'
Items available while quantities last.

COPYRIGHT

We'vsfilied overtom hundred
million pi.scrlptlells—
oflote discount price.
metes no better combination
than your doctors odvice and a
qualify Revco prekfipticn

vow

Save more wtlh gehatic drew
Ask your doctor if ire possible
tor him to specify a generic
drug rather thanamoteevenshoe name brand Revco can fill I
your prestriptian Whir Woior

Extra savings for the people
who need It most.
Join our senior citizen or storkold club and receive on Instant
10% discount on prescnptions

1982 BY REVCO D.S., INC.

Revco accepts all third party
insurance claims Ineleeing
Meade and all pivots
leserones.

Welltrees*your prosamoo.
NO molter where your prescription is being filled now,weltcoll
yourdoctorandarrangeforitto
be filled at Revco
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